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SUMMARY
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is gaining momentum as an emerging distributed system architecture for business-to-business collaborations. This momentum can be observed in both industry and academic research. SOA presents new challenges and opportunities for testing and verification, leading to an upsurge in research. This paper surveys the previous work undertaken on testing and verification of service-centric systems, which in total are 177 papers, showing the strengths and weaknesses of current strategies and testing tools and identifying issues for future work. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Service-oriented computing (SOC) shifts the traditional understanding of software application design, delivery and consumption. The idea of SOC is that it ought to be able to create a more systematic and efficient way of building distributed applications. The vision underpinning this idea is to establish a world of loosely coupled services, able to rapidly assemble dynamic business processes and applications.

Several software companies and market analysis institutions have highlighted the changes SOC brought. The focus of businesses is migrating from product manufacturing (hardware and software) to service provision. For example, according to AppLabs [1], in the future, business concentration will shift away from system development towards core business. One motivation for this shift is the ability to build systems dynamically using services provided by other businesses. According to Wintergreen Research Inc. [2], the changes in the software industry go beyond technical issues. With software becoming more agile in order to fit business requirements, many businesses position towards adopting service-centric system(s) (ScS).

The market growth of SOC-related technology also supports this claim. Wintergreen Research Inc.’s estimation for the 2005 SOC market is $450m, and it is expected to reach $18.4bn in 2012. According to the International Data Corporation [3], a leading market research institution, the global spend on service-oriented software in 2006 was nearly $2bn. The same report projects that this spend will rise to $14bn in 2011.

However, when compared with optimistic predictions, SOC may yet to achieve its full market potential. The authors believe that this is due to two main reasons. The first reason is the recent economic downturn, which reduces investment in new technologies and research. The second reason is the technological challenges that are brought by ScS.
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Web services are not yet widely used because of security concerns. But there’s an even bigger road-block waiting just down the road — **it’s called trust.** The big issue is “Will the service work correctly every time when I need it?” As yet few are thinking about the issues of testing and certification. We suggest that testing and certification of Web services is not business as usual and that new solutions are needed to provide assurance that services can really be trusted [4].

As stated by CDBI Forum [4], one of the main technological barriers to enterprises’ transition to ScS is denoted by the heightened importance of the issue of trust. Web services are introduced into systems that require high reliability and security. Using services in these systems raises the importance of establishing trust between the service provider and the consumer. The trust issue is not just about correct functioning of a service. It has many other dimensions such as service security and quality of service (QoS).

Testing provides one potential solution to the issue of establishing trust. Testing is important to assure the correct functioning of ScS, which, by nature, has the ability to dynamically select and use services. In order to confirm the correct functioning of an ScS, interoperability among all its components and integration of these components must be adequately tested.

Service-centric systems may also require more frequent testing than traditional software. The possibility of changes to an ScS increases with the number of services involved. With every change to an invoked service, an ScS might need testing. Testing ScS for changes presents other challenges, such as identifying the right time to test and operations that are affected by the changes made. These problems occur especially when changes are made to services provided by third parties.

Service-centric systems also need to be tested and monitored for QoS to ensure that they perform at expected levels. In order to compose a service-level agreement (SLA), an agreement between the service provider and the consumer on service operation, QoS parameters have to be measured and subsequently monitored for their compliance. This process is well-known practice in other fields such as Web hosting and network services. Because of the number of stakeholders involved and dynamic late binding in service-oriented architecture (SOA), establishing an SLA might not be as straightforward as those used in other fields. These problems also affect testing and monitoring for QoS in SOA.

As a result, ScS require more effective and efficient testing/monitoring than traditional software systems. Unfortunately, most of the existing testing approaches for distributed and agent-based systems are insufficient for SOA. According to Canfora and Di Penta [5], the issues that limit the testability of ScS are the following:

1. limitations in observability of service code and structure due to users having access to service’s interface only;
2. lack of control due to independent infrastructure on which services run and due to provider being the only control mechanism over service evolution;
3. dynamicity and adaptiveness that limit the ability of the tester to determine the web services that are invoked during the execution of a workflow; and
4. cost of testing:
   (a) the cost of using a service (for services with access quotas or per-use basis);
   (b) service disruptions that might be caused by massive testing; and
   (c) effects of testing in some systems, such as stock exchange systems, where each usage of the service means a business transaction.

In order to overcome these limitations, existing testing approaches have to be adapted to become sufficient for SOA. To help the need for efficient testing and monitoring specific test beds are also required in SOA. These test beds must be able to perform as many of the required testing methods as possible, and they also must be easy to deploy. Ease of deployment is an important feature because it usually takes a long time to set up a testing environment for a distributed system. However, such delays may not be acceptable in ScS testing (ScST) because of increased testing frequency.

The present publication presents a comprehensive survey of existing work in ScST. ScS present important challenges to software testers. The stated challenges in SOA have led to much work on techniques that are adapted for ScST.
A recent overview survey by Canfora and Di Penta [6] summarizes ScST and categorizes the research undertaken into four categories: functional, regression, integration and nonfunctional testing. The current survey extends Canfora and Di Penta’s survey by classifying research undertaken in ScST according to the testing techniques used and by including research areas not covered in Canfora and Di Penta’s survey such as formal verification of web services and other more recent work.

The present survey follows an organizational flow that seeks to shadow the life cycle of ScS from development to publishing and versioning. The remainder of this survey is organized as follows. Section 2 explains perspectives in ScST. Section 3 discusses issues in ScST. Section 4 discusses the current trends in ScST. Section 5 explains test case generation techniques applied to web services. Section 6 discusses the issues related to unit testing of ScS and proposed solutions to these issues. Section 7 discusses fault-based testing of ScS. Section 8 examines model-based testing (MBT) and formal verification of ScS. Section 9 discusses interoperability testing of ScS. Section 10 discusses integration testing of ScS. Section 11 introduces the collaborative testing concept and describes approaches that use this concept. Section 12 discusses testing for QoS violations. Section 13 discusses regression testing of ScS. Section 14 discusses the current problems that require solutions. Section 15 concludes the survey.

2. SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEM TESTING PERSPECTIVES

As expected from a distributed environment, SOA has multiple stakeholders involved. Canfora and Di Penta [7] have specified five stakeholder in SOA. These stakeholders are the developer, the provider, the integrator, the third-party certifier and the user.

**Developer**: The developer is the stakeholder who implements the service and has the sole responsibility for the service evolution.

**Provider**: The provider is the stakeholder who deals with QoS in the SOA. The provider ensures that the service operates within the conditions defined by the SLA.

**Integrator**: The integrator is the stakeholder who uses existing services in a composition or an application.

**Third-party certifier**: The third-party certifier (the certifier in rest of this survey) is the stakeholder who provides testing services to the other stakeholders.

**End-user**: The end-user is the stakeholder who uses the service through an application or platform.

3. SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEM TESTING CHALLENGES

Service-centric system testing includes testing of the basic service functionality, service interoperability, some of the SOA functionalities, QoS and load/stress testing [8]. Canfora and Di Penta [7] discussed the challenges involved in testing different aspects of Web services and categorized these challenges.

Service-centric system testing is generally accepted to be more challenging compared with testing of traditional systems. It has been claimed that services bring new challenges to software testing [5, 9, 10]. These challenges include the following:

1. specification-based testing using all or some of the Web service specifications such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [11], Ontology Web Language for Services (OWL-S) [12] and Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [13];
2. run-time testing of SOA activities (discovery, binding and publishing) due to the dynamic nature of ScS;
3. testing in collaboration due to the multiple stakeholders involved in SOA activities; and
4. testing for web service selection, which requires testing services with same specifications but different implementations.

Service-centric system testing is challenging not because of the testing issues it brings that did not exist for traditional software but because of the limitations that the testers face in ScST. ScST is
more challenging compared with traditional systems for two primary reasons: the complex nature of Web services and the limitations that occur because of the nature of SOA. It has been argued [9, 14] that the distributed nature of Web services based on multiple protocols such as Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [15] and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [16], together with the limited system information provided with WSDL specifications, makes ScST challenging. A similar but more comprehensive discussion to the issues that limit the testability of ScS was presented in Section 1. Issues such as limited control and ability to observe contribute to the testing challenge by reducing the effectiveness of existing testing approaches or by rendering those approaches infeasible or inapplicable.

Despite the challenges that services bring to software testing, some existing testing techniques can be adapted to ScST [17]. Adaptation is mainly needed to overcome the factors that limit the capability of testing techniques. The degree of adaptation required varies according to the level of control and observation the testing technique requires. In some cases where the testing technique can be directly applied such as black-box unit testing, no adaptation is required. On the other hand, for testing techniques such as regression testing and fault-based testing, only a few of the existing approaches can be used in ScST, and these approaches must be adapted to SOA.

4. SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEM TESTING TRENDS

In order to understand the trends in ScST, all the existing work in this field will be analysed from several different perspectives. To give better idea about the different aspects of this field, comparisons with different research fields are also presented.

The first and one of the most important aspects that proves the significance of a research field is the number of research publications. Figure 1 shows the total number of publications from 2002 to 2010. Total number of publications in 2010 might not reflect the actual number because of its recency.

Analysis of the research publications on the subject revealed its rapid growth. The trend line plotted on Figure 1 with coefficient determination value \( R^2 \approx 0.995 \) is very assuring to make future predictions. The trend line suggests that, if this trend continues until 2012, the number of publications will be around 250, close to twice the number of publications in 2009.
Furthermore, the present survey only focuses on functional ScST. The total number of research publications in ScST can be much higher than that stated because the present survey does not include other important testing areas such as security testing and performance testing.

Analysis of the publication volume for the testing techniques and methodologies used in ScST is presented in Figures 2 and 3. Formal verification, MBT and fault-based testing are the three on which the larger volumes are noted.

Existing information on the application of ScST in industry allows for some comparison of the evolution of ScST in industry and academia. According to Bloomberg [18], the history of Web service testing is divided into three phases, on the basis of the functionalities that are added to ScST tools during these periods:

1. During phase one (2002–2003), Web services were considered to be units, and testing was performed in a unit testing fashion using Web service specifications.
2. During phase two (2003–2005), testing of SOA and its capabilities emerged. The testing in this phase included testing the publishing, finding and binding capabilities of SOA, the asynchronous service messaging capability and the SOAP intermediary capability of SOA. Testing for QoS also emerged as a topic of interest during this period.
3. During phase three (2004 and beyond), the dynamic run-time capabilities of web services were tested. Testing web service compositions and service versioning testing emerged during this period.

![Figure 2. Publication trends of testing techniques applied to Service-centric system testing.](image1)

![Figure 3. Publication trends of testing methodologies applied to Service-centric system testing.](image2)
Analysis of the academic work in Figures 2 and 3 do not yield results similar to Bloomberg’s analysis. For example, in the 2002–2003 period, five publications on formal verification, one on test data generation, one on integration, one on QoS and one on collaborative testing were published. In academic research, the first work using unit testing appeared in 2005. Analysis for the remaining periods also shows a relatively small apparent correlation between the industry and academia.

The final analysis on existing research covers the experiments performed in the publications to validate the applicability and the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. This analysis gives an idea of the case studies used by others. Figure 4 presents the type of case studies used by the researchers.

This figure highlights one of the great problems in ScST research: lack of real-world case studies. Unfortunately, 71% of the research publications provide no experimental results. The synthetic service portion of the graph mainly includes approaches for testing Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) compositions. The most common examples are the loan approval and the travel agency (travel booking) systems that are provided with BPEL engines. There are also experiments on existing Java code that are turned into services such as javaDNS, JNFS and Haboob. The real services used in experiments are generally existing small public services that can be found on the Internet. There are four experiments performed on existing projects such as government projects, Mars communication service and a human resources (HR) system.

5. TEST CASE GENERATION FOR WEB SERVICES

According to IEEE standards, a test case is ‘a documentation specifying inputs, predicted results, and a set of execution conditions for a test item’. As the definition states, there are three required elements in a test case: test inputs also referred to as test data, predicted results and conditions of execution. IEEE’s definition also clarifies the difference between test data and test case.

In order to generate test cases, test data must first be generated. Test data can be generated using different sources that describe the system/service under test (SUT), SUT’s behaviour or how SUT will be used, such as source code, system specifications, system requirements, business scenarios and use cases. Test case generation techniques are usually named after the source that test cases are derived from, such as specification-based or model-based. This section focuses on the specification-based test data generation, and model-based approaches are discussed in Section 8.

![Figure 4. Distribution of case study types used in experimental validation. Number within the circle indicates absolute number of papers.](image)
Test cases are not only used for detecting the faults in system behaviour but are also used for proving the nonexistence of known errors. Fault-based test data generation aims to prove the absence of prescribed faults in services. Unlike in regular test data generation, in fault-based test data generation, erroneous test data is generated intentionally. Test data generation for fault-based testing is discussed in detail in Section 7.

In order to retain clear separation between testing strategies that only involve Web services and the ScST strategies that aim to test various aspects of SOA (including services), we introduce the term Web service testing (WST). WST is a subset of ScST.

Work on generating test cases for WST can be grouped into three categories: specification-based test case generation, contract-based test case generation and partition testing. The approaches that use these techniques are presented separately in order to provide the reader a clearer comparison among the approaches using the same technique. However, they are discussed together in order to highlight their contributions to test case generation in WST.

5.1. Perspectives in test case generation

Test data generation is usually classified into two categories black-box (functional) and white-box (structural) testing. Black-box approaches are mainly used by the users of a software system who does not have the source code, whereas white-box approaches are used by the developer.

In SOA, as explained in Section 2, the developer is the only stakeholder who has access to the source code at the service level and can generate test cases by using white-box approaches. The rest of the stakeholders have only access to the service specifications and can only use black-box approaches. If the testing is performed at the composition level, the integrator is the only stakeholder who can generate structural tests. Test case generation approaches for the integrator are discussed in Section 8.

The aim of contracts in software testing is to increase testability. Contracts can help increase the effectiveness of the testing process for the tester by providing more information on the SUT’s expected behaviour. Contract-based testing can be especially useful to the integrator and the certifier. In contract-based testing, it is expected that the developer provides the required contracts. As a result, contracts increase the cost of service development because of the time and effort it takes to create them.

Partition testing can be performed by any of the SOA stakeholders. Because the aim of the partition testing is to reduce the cost of testing by reducing the number of test cases, it might be especially useful for the integrator and the certifier.

5.2. Test case generation approaches

This section is divided into three groups on the basis of the test data generation method used.

5.2.1. Specification-based test case generation. Specification-based testing is the verification of the SUT against a reference document such as a user interface description, a design specification, a requirements list or a user manual. Naturally, in specification-based testing, test cases are generated using the available system specifications.

In SOA, the first information the tester receives about a service is its specification. In this situation, specification-based testing becomes a natural choice. Test case generation for web services, as expected, is based on the service specifications. For traditional Web services, the provided WSDL specifications include abstract information on the available operations and their parameters. Information from WSDL specification allows generation of test cases for boundary value analysis, equivalence class testing or random testing using the XML schema data type information.

Many proposed approaches [9, 19–25] for WSDL-based test case generation are based on the XML schema information. Test cases for each service operation are generated on the basis of different coverage criteria such as operation coverage, message coverage and operation flow coverage.

Input data for the test cases can also be generated using schema information. The data type information with various constraints for each data type allows generation of test data for each simple
type. In XML, complex data types can also be defined. Test data generation for complex data types simply requires decomposition of the complex type into simple types. Test data is generated for each of these simple types and the combined data is used as complex test data.

Li et al. [22] proposed a test case generation method that combines information from WSDL specifications and user knowledge. Li et al. introduced a tool called WSTD-Gen that supports this method. The tool allows users to customize data types and select test generation rules for each data type.

Chakrabarti and Kumar [26] proposed an approach that aims to generate test cases for testing RESTful Web services. The authors also introduced a prototype tool that supports this approach.

Proposed approaches [23–25] for WSDL-based test data generation tend to generate test cases for testing a single web service operation. Test cases that test a single operation might work for testing most services; however, there are cases that might require test cases that run multiple methods. An example of this situation is an operation that requires the execution of another operation, such as login, as a precondition. Bai et al. [9] addressed this problem by using data dependencies among the provided operations. The mapping of dependencies is based on the input and output messages of different methods.

Test data generation using WSDL definitions is limited to input data types because of the lack of behavioural information about the service. As a result, many researchers look for other alternative specifications that can provide additional behavioural information, such as contracts and semantic service specifications. For this, Semantic Web Service (SWS) specifications are often used, because they contain more information compared with WSDL. The use of semantic model OWL-S for test data generation is proposed [27–30] not only because of the behavioural information it contains but also because of the semantic information concerning the data types on which the service operates. This semantic information in the form of ontology allows ontology-based test data generation [30].

Ye et al. [31] introduced a static BPEL defect analysis system focussing on WSDL-related faults. The authors defined defect patterns related to WSDL elements (partnerLinkType, role, portType, operation, message and property) that help reveal defects related to these elements.

One of the main problems in ScST and testing online systems is the type of test data required [32]. Bozkurt and Harman [32] categorized the test data required by online systems as ‘realistic test data’ (RTD) and defined it as data that are both structurally and semantically valid. The authors discussed the importance of using RTD in ScST and claimed that most of the existing approaches fail to generate RTD or fail to automate the test data generation process.

One of the earliest approaches that aims to address this issue was proposed by Conroy et al. The approach by Conroy et al. [33] generates test data by using applications with graphical user interfaces (GUIs). This approach harnesses user input data from GUI elements and uses the harnessed data to generate test cases for ScS.

An automated solution was proposed by Bozkurt and Harman [32, 34]. The proposed approach is capable of generating RTD while providing a high level of automation. The authors also presented a framework that supports the approach called ATAM service-oriented test data generator. The approach exploits existing web services as sources of RTD and automatically forms service compositions that are likely to provide the required test data as output. The framework uses data ontologies for composition, and, as a result, it can generate test data for any semantic system. The proposed approach is also capable of generating test data on the basis of user-specified constraints. Bozkurt and Harman [35] also proposed the use of multiobjective optimization and QoS parameters within their approach in order to reduce the cost of test data generation and testing and to increase the reliability of the testing process.

5.2.2. Contract-based test case generation approaches. Design by Contract (DbC) [36] is a software development approach where contracts define the conditions (preconditions) for a component to be accessed and the conditions (postconditions) that need to hold after the execution of methods of that component with the specified preconditions. With the use of contracts, some unexpected behaviour of the SUT can be detected, and the information from contracts can also be used to enhance the testing process itself. Software testing using contracts has been applied to traditional software by many researchers [37–40].
Because traditional Web services only provide interface information, researchers have proposed contracts for several aspects of SOA, such as service selection, service composition and service verification. These contracts carry information on different aspects of SOA such as behaviour of services and QoS. This extra information on the behaviour of a service such as preconditions and postconditions of operations increases the testability of services.

Heckel and Lochmann [41] proposed the use of the DbC approach for services and discussed the reasons for contracts being implemented at different levels such as implementation level, XML level and model level. The contracts defined at model level are derived from model-level specifications, and the reason for this is to minimize the effort required to generate contracts. The created contracts are later used in unit testing of services to check if the service conforms to its specifications. Using contracts, the proposed testing approach enables automated creation of test cases and test oracles.

Atkinson et al. [42, 43] proposed using a technique called test sheets in order to generate unit test cases and test oracles. Test sheets contain contract information that identifies the relation among the operations of a service. The included relations define the effects of each operation from the clients’ perspective in order to help validation.

Web Service Description Language extensions proposed to allow WSDL files to accommodate contract information such as preconditions and postconditions. For example, Tsai et al. [44] discussed the reasons for an extension to WSDL in order to perform black-box testing and proposed an extended WSDL that carries additional information such as input–output dependency, invocation sequence, hierarchical functional description and sequence specifications. Similarly, Mei and Zhang [45] proposed an extended WSDL that includes contract information for the service and also a framework that uses this extended WSDL to test services. Heckel and Lochmann’s [41] XML-level contracts also require an extension to WSDL.

Noikajana and Suwannasart [46] proposed the use of a pair-wise testing (PWT) technique to facilitate contract-based test case generation. In the proposed approach preconditions and postconditions are included in Web Service Semantics (WSDL-S) specifications using the Object Constraint Language (OCL).

Askarunisa et al. [47] proposed the use of PWT and orthogonal array testing (OAT) in test case generation for semantic services. The authors also compared these two approaches in order to determine which approach performs better in different testing scenarios. The authors used the same contract specifications (OCL and WSDL-S) as Noikajana and Suwannasart.

Liu et al. [48] also proposed the use of OCL-based constraint systems. The constraints are included in the SAWDSL semantic service annotations. The proposed approach generates test cases by performing boundary analysis and class division.

Mani et al. [49] propose the inclusion of contract information in service stubs. These semantically extended stubs carry contract-like information such as preconditions and postconditions.

Dai et al. [28] proposed contracts that can be contained in OWL-S process models. Proposed contracts carry information such as preconditions and postconditions between a service user and a service. Dai et al. also presented a framework that is capable of generating test cases and oracles, monitoring test execution and verifying the SUT. Bai et al. [27] proposed a testing ontology model that describes test relations, concepts and semantics, which can serve as a contract among test participants.

Saleh et al. [50] proposed contracts for data-centric services. The proposed contracts consist of logical assertions and expose data-related business rules. The approach combines DbC and formal methods to prove the correctness of service compositions.

5.2.3. Partition testing approaches. Partition testing is a testing technique that aims to find subsets of the test cases that can adequately test a system. The aim of partition testing is to divide the input domain of the SUT into subdomains, so that selecting or generating a number of test cases from each subdomain will be sufficient for testing the entire domain. In essence, partition testing is much like mutation testing, or sometimes, mutation testing is considered a partition testing technique [51]. In mutation testing, faults are introduced into every subdomain that is known to function correctly in
order to measure the effectiveness of the test suite. With the introduction of a fault into a subdomain, it is possible to identify the test cases that belong to that subdomain during test executions.

Heckel and Mariani [52] claimed that $\Delta$-Grammars are more suitable for testing web services than UML diagrams because of their ability to describe the evolution of services. Heckel and Mariani suggested a partition-testing approach based on WSDL definitions and $\Delta$-Grammars. Similarly, Park et al. [53] also applied this approach to service selection.

The application of partition testing to Web services is proposed at two different levels. Bertolino et al. [20] proposed the use of the category-partition method [51] with XML schemas in order to perform XML-based partition testing. This approach automates the generation of test data by using XML schemas. Bertolino et al. introduced a tool that supports this approach called TAXI. Another approach was proposed by Bai et al. [27] for OWL-S semantic services. Bai et al. introduced a test ontology model that specifies the test concepts and serves as a test contract. The data partitions used by this approach are created using the ontology information.

5.3. Experimental results

This section also follows the classification from the previous section.

5.3.1. Experimental results of specification-based approaches. Bartolini et al. [19] ran their experiment on a real service called PICO and performed mutation analysis to observe the effectiveness of their approach. WS-TAXI achieved 72.55% mutation score, and it managed to kill 63% more mutants than a manually generated test suite using an enterprise testing software.

The constraint-based test data generation approach of Ma et al. [23] is validated using three versions of a synthetic web service. In this context, synthetic web service means a service implemented to test the testing approach. During the experiments, 4096 different test data was generated for a complex data type and revealed two bugs in two different services.

Bai et al. [9] experimented on 356 real services with 2050 operations in total. For the 2050 operations, they generated 8200 test cases to cover all operations and valid messages. Test cases were generated to perform two analysis, constraint analysis and boundary analysis, on data types and operation dependency analysis. According to the results by the authors, 7500 of the generated test cases were exercised successfully on 1800 operations. The authors’ explanation for the unsuccessful test cases is the mistakes in WSDL documents.

Conroy et al. [33] experimented on the web services of two real applications: Accenture People Directory and University Data. The authors compared the effort it takes to write a parser that extracts information from data files with their approach. According to the authors, it took 2 h to write a parser and 10 min for their approach to generate test cases.

Bozkurt and Harman [32] experimented on 17 existing commercial web services in two different case studies. Testing is performed on four of these services, whereas the rest are used in the test data generation process. The authors compared their approach against random test data generation (state-of-the-art automated test data generation method for ScST). In generating structurally valid test data, the random test data generation method achieved 8% success rate in case study 1 and 24% success rate in case study 2, whereas the proposed approach achieved 94% and 100% success rates in the same case studies. In generating semantically valid data, random testing achieved 0% and 34% success rates, whereas the proposed approach achieved 99% and 100% success rates. The authors also evaluated the approach’s ability to generate test data on the basis of tester constraints, and the approach achieved 100% success rate for all of the given constraints in both of the case studies.

5.3.2. Experimental results of contract-based approaches. Mei and Zhang [45] experimented on two synthetic web services: triType and mMiddle. The test suite created by this approach achieved 95% mutation score and 96% and 81.5% reduction in test cases while maintaining the test coverage.

Askarunisa et al. [47] experimented on two real and two synthetic web services. In their experiments, PWT managed to reveal 18 faults, whereas OAT only revealed 13 faults. In terms of test case reduction performance, PWT and OAT were compared with random test data generation. Both PWT
and OAT have shown significant ability to reduce the number of required test cases (up to 99.76% reduction by using PWT and 99.84% reduction by using OAT).

Mani et al. [49] experimented on a set of services from an IBM project, and their approach achieved 37% reduction in test suite size.

Noikajana and Suwannasart [46] experimented on two example services: RectangleType and IncreaseDate. The authors compared the effectiveness of their test cases generation approach against test cases generated using a decision table by performing mutation testing. The test suit generated by this approach achieved 63% (RectangleType) and 100% (IncreaseDate) mutation score, whereas test suit from decision table achieved 85% and 56% mutation score. This approach also outperformed the decision table-based approach in multiple condition coverage (achieved 100% coverage).

5.3.3. Experimental results of partition testing approaches. According to the experiments of Bai et al., with the use of partitioning, a 76% reduction is achieved, reducing 1413 randomly generated tests for 17 partitions to 344. Comparing the partition technique of Bai et al. against random generation also shows the effectiveness of this approach. In order to cover the 1550 lines of code used in experiments, 60 randomly generated test cases are needed, but the 20 test cases that were selected using partitioning achieved the same coverage.

5.4. Discussion

The effort for specification-based test case generation for WST is divided into two categories: generating valid test data with the aim of revealing faults and generating invalid test data with the aim of measuring the robustness of services. The approaches aiming to test the robustness services are discusses in detail in Section 7.

Specification-based test data generation approaches focus on generating test data to perform boundary analysis or constraint-based tests. These tests can be very valuable and useful to all the SOA stakeholders. Most of the publications highlight the fact that they generate high numbers of test cases with minimal effort, thereby supporting the claim that they help reduce the manual labour of generating test cases.

A possible disadvantage of the test case generation approaches described previously is type of test data they are able to generate. Almost all the approaches use XML data type constraints and other constraints provided by either the tester or the provider and generate test cases by using these constraints. However, none of them aim to generate RTD except Conroy et al. [33] and Bozkurt and Harman [32].

Unfortunately, running a large number of test cases might be a problem in WST because of cost of invoking services or access limitations. For example, for the developer and the provider where testing cost is minimal, these approaches can be very useful. However, for the integrator and the certifier, running all the test cases generated by these approaches can be very expensive. This signifies the importance of test case selection/reduction techniques in WST.

The results from the experiments indicate that partition testing can help with selection. Selection approaches can be very effective when combined with an automated data generation method such as the approaches from Section 5.2.1. Partition testing can be very useful to the integrator and the certifier where cost of testing is high.

Contract-based WST can achieve better and more efficient testing than WSDL-based testing because of increased testability. One of the most important benefits of contracts, as was highlighted by the work in this section, is that they help with test case selection/reduction by enabling the application of test case generation techniques such as PWT and OAT. The experimental results provide evidence to the effectiveness of test case reduction using contracts. On the other hand, for the developer and the provider, contracts increase the cost of service creation. Regardless of the benefits that contracts provide, the cost of creating them makes DbC less widely practised. A similar problem is also faced by SWS where creating semantic specifications is laborious.

Currently, there is no DbC standard for SOA. Some of the approaches in this section [28, 41, 44, 45] propose extensions to standards such as WSDL and OWL-S in order to solve this
problem. Many existing SWS proposals already include contract-like information such as preconditions and postconditions and their effects on execution. However, further additions to SWS may be required in order to improve testability.

6. UNIT TESTING OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS

Unit testing can be considered the most basic and natural testing technique applicable to any system. In unit testing, individual units of a system that can be independently executed are regarded to be units. In terms of web services, the operations provided by a service can be considered as units to be tested. A service composition or choreography may also be considered as a service unit.

Service-centric unit testing (SCUT) is generally performed by sending and receiving SOAP or Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) messages. The tester generates the SOAP/HTTP messages for the operation/application under test by using the information from the WSDL file. In this way, unit testing can be used to verify both the correctness of the WSDL and the correct functioning of the SUT.

There are industrial tools that provide some level of automation to SCUT such as Parasoft SOAtest [54], SOAP Sonar [55], HP Service Test [56] and the Oracle Application Testing Suite [57]. Even though these tools help reduce the manual labour required for test case generation and reporting, they do not fully automate the testing process. In using all these tools, test cases are generated by the tester, and the tool generates the SOAP/HTTP requests for each test case. In some of these tools, even verification of test results has to be performed manually such as in SOAtest. Automated SCUT remains at a similarly immature and consequently labour-intensive state as more general test automation.

6.1. Perspectives in unit testing

Service-centric unit testing can be performed in a white-box manner as well as a black-box manner depending on the access to the service implementation. In SOA, the developer is the only stakeholder who can perform structural tests. Unit testing at the service level using specifications (including contracts) is commonly performed by stakeholders other than the developer.

Unit testing of stateless Web services might be performed differently than stateful services. While testing stateless services, each operation of a service can be accepted as a unit. As a result, the integrator or the certifier tests the necessary operations separately for these services. However, for stateful services, operations can be tested together and, for some tests, it has to be so-tested to capture and test stateful behaviour. For such services, the developer has the ability to manipulate the service state during testing.

Unit testing of service compositions can be performed in two different ways: real-world testing and simulation. Real-world testing of service compositions can be performed by the integrator using existing services. The integrator may also perform simulations by using stub or mock services to test the business process.

6.2. Unit testing approaches

The need for tools that can automate unit testing has been addressed by the research community. For example, Sneed and Huang [25] introduced a tool called WSDLTest for automated unit testing. WSDLTest is capable of generating random requests from WSDL schemata. WSDLTest is also capable of verifying the results of test cases. This capability is achieved by inserting preconditions and assertions in test scripts that are manually generated by the tester. The provided verification method requires the tester to be familiar with the SUT in order to generate the necessary assertions.

Lenz et al. [58] proposed a model-driven testing framework that can perform unit tests. In this approach, JUnit tests are generated using requirement specifications and platform-independent test specifications, based on the UML 2 Testing Platform. Both of these required specifications are provided by the service provider.

Zhang et al. [59] presented a framework based on Haskell modules that is capable of generating and executing test cases from WSDL specifications. The HUnit component organizes the test plans and provides unit test execution.

One of the main problems of software testing is the oracle problem [60, 61]. After the generation of test cases in order to complete the verification process, often a test oracle is needed. An oracle is a mechanism that is used for determining the expected output associated with each test input. In ScST, the tester often does not have any reliable test oracles available to support testing. The lack of a test oracle is one of the challenges of automated ScST.

Test oracle generation was addressed by Chan et al. [62]. Chan et al. proposed a metamorphic testing framework that is capable of performing unit testing. Metamorphic testing [63] can potentially solve the test oracle problem by using metamorphic relations. These relations are defined by the tester for each test suit. Chan et al. also proposed the use of metamorphic services that encapsulate a service and imitates its functionality. Verification for the SUT is provided by the encapsulating metamorphic service that verifies the input and the output messages against the metamorphic relations. The framework of Chen et al. enables service users to determine the expected results but requires the use of relations that can be costly for the provider.

Similarly, Heckel and Lochmann [41] generated test oracles by using pregenerated contracts. The contracts, created using the DbC approach, are supplied by the provider and carry information such as preconditions and postconditions.

Atkinson et al. [43] proposed the use of a technique called test sheets in order to generate unit test cases and test oracles. The test sheets approach uses tables that define test cases similar to the Framework for Integrated Test [64], a framework for writing acceptance tests. Two types of test sheets are used in this approach: an input test sheet that contains specifications defining a set of test cases and a result test sheet that contains outputs from SUT for the test cases in the test sheets. Atkinson et al. also included contract information that identifies the relation between the operations of a service, defining their effects from the clients’ perspective in order to help validation.

An automated solution to the oracle problem was proposed by Tsai et al. [65]. Tsai et al. proposed the adaptation of blood group testing to Web services and called this technique Adaptive Service Testing and Ranking with Automated Oracle Generation and Test Case Ranking (ASTRAR) [10, 66]. ASTRAR is similar to n-version testing where multiple services that have the same business logic, internal states and input data are tested together with the same test suite. Even though the main goal of group testing is to test multiple services at one time (to reduce the cost of testing and increase the efficiency), it also helps in solving the reliable test oracle problem within its testing process.

Yue et al. [67, 68] proposed a message-based debugging model for Web services. The authors presented an operational model and a context inspection method for message-based debugging. The proposed approach is able to trace service behaviours, dump debugging information and manage states and behavioural breakpoints of debugged services.

Unit testing of service compositions using BPEL has also been addressed in the literature. According to Mayer and Lübke [69], BPEL unit testing is performed in two ways: simulated testing and real-world testing. In simulated testing, as opposed to real-world testing, BPEL processes are run on an engine and contacted through a test API. This mechanism replaces regular deployment and invocation. In BPEL testing, service stubs or mocks can be used instead of the services that participate in the process. Mayer and Lübke [69] proposed a framework that is capable of performing real-world unit testing. This framework can replace participating services with service mocks. The framework also provides a mechanism for asynchronous messaging by providing an implementation of WS-Addressing [70]. Li et al. [71] adopted a different approach for unit testing in which BPEL processes are represented as a composition model. Similar to Mayer and Lübke’s framework, the framework of Li et al. uses stub processes to simulate the parts that are under development or inaccessible during the testing process.

Mani et al. [49] proposed the idea of semantic stubs. Semantic stubs carry additional information such as preconditions and postconditions. Semantic stubs enable input message verification, expected output generation and exception message generation for the simulated services. The
authors also presented a framework that automatically generates stubs from semantically annotated WSDL descriptions.

Palomo-Duarte et al. [72] introduced a tool that dynamically generates invariants for BPEL processes. The proposed invariants reflect the internal logic of BPEL processes and are generated from the execution of tester-provided test cases. Takuan assists in discovering bugs and missing test cases in a test suite.

Ilieva et al. [73] introduced a tool for end-to-end testing of BPEL processes called TASSA. The TASSA framework is built according to SOA principles and is a platform-independent and composable system. The tool provides simulated testing and offers an injection tool, a data dependency analysis tool, a test case generation tool and a value generation tool. Reza and Van Gilst [74] introduced a framework that is aimed at simulating RESTful Web services. Li et al. [75] introduced a toolkit called SOArMetrics for evaluating SOA middleware performance and application testing.

6.3. Experimental results

Sneed and Huang [25] experimented on an eGovernment project with nine services. They generated 22 requests per service, and 19 out of 47 verified responses contained errors. They have revealed 450 total errors in the whole project, which 25 of them caused by the services.

Tsai et al. [10] experimented on 60 different versions of a synthetic real-time service. The approach achieved a 98% probability of establishing a correct oracle and a 75% probability in ranking the test cases correctly according to their potency. The authors claimed that the high scores in these parameters should lead to a better service ranking by detecting faulty services faster within the process.

Mani et al. [49] experimented on a set of services from an IBM project. The authors evaluated two different abilities of their approach test suite reduction and execution efficiency. The approach achieved a 37% reduction in test cases while maintaining the effectiveness. The results also provide evidence to support the authors’ claim that semantic stubs provide faster executions compared with remote services.

6.4. Discussion

Unit testing is one of the most important testing techniques that every system must undergo. The main challenge faced in SCUT is the high cost of testing due to manual test case generation and test execution. This cost can be minimized by automating the testing process. Most of the testing approaches explained in this section provide automated test data generation and test execution, although they lack automated test oracle generation.

Tsai et al. [65], Chen et al. [76] and Heckel and Lochmann [41] addressed the oracle problem. The approach of Tsai et al. provides fully automated test oracle generation without the need of any extra information from the provider. However, the approach needs to discover services with similar business logic, and it must meet any costs associated with the use of other services.

At the composition level, increased cost of testing due to invoked services can be reduced by introducing service stubs. Approaches such as those of Mayer and Lübke [69], Mani et al. [49], Van Gilst [74], Ilieva et al. [73] and Li et al. [71] address this issue by providing functionality for generating and using stubs. Using stubs also help in reducing the cost of invoking services that perform business transactions. Unfortunately, using stubs does not overcome the need to test with real services (run-time testing). As a result, this problem still remains as an open problem and needs more effective solutions.

7. FAULT-BASED TESTING OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS

According to Morell [77], fault-based testing aims to prove that the SUT does not contain any prescribed faults. The difference between fault-based test cases and regular test cases is that the fault-based test cases seek to prove the nonexistence of known faults rather than trying to find unknown faults that do exist.
In SOA, fault-based testing is extremely important for the stakeholders who have to test services for their robustness. The provider and the certifier must test services by using fault-based approaches during reliability measurement. Fault-based testing can also help the integrator to observe how service composition and individual services behave in unexpected conditions.

Hanna and Munro [21] classified test data generation for different testing techniques and also surveyed fault-based testing research in the Web services domain. These testing techniques are the following:

1. **interface propagation analysis**, which is performed by randomly perturbing the input to a software component;
2. **boundary value-based robustness testing**, where test data is chosen around the boundaries of the input parameter;
3. **syntax testing** with invalid input, where the rules of the specification of the input parameter are violated; and
4. **equivalence partitioning with invalid partition class**, where the input space or domain is partitioned into a finite number of equivalent classes with invalid data.

In the present survey, the research undertaken in fault-based ScST is categorized according to the level that faults are generated. Fault-based testing of ScS can be grouped into three different categories according to the level that faults are applied to: XML/SOAP message perturbations, network-level fault injection and mutation of Web service specifications.

### 7.1. Perspectives in fault-based testing

Fault-based testing can be useful to all the stakeholders of SOA, but each stakeholder performs it in a different manner according to their level of observability and control. For example, fault-based testing using SOAP and XML perturbation, where messages among services are captured, can only be performed by the integrator, whereas the other approaches where faulty messages are generated from service specifications can be performed by the remaining stakeholders in SOA. In mutation testing, the developer has also the advantage of being able to perform standard mutation analysis by introducing faults into the workflow. The integrator has a similar advantage when performing mutation testing on compositions. On the other hand, the provider and the certifier can only perform specification mutation on service specifications.

One important problem in fault-based testing is its cost. Performing fault-based testing can be costly especially at the integrator and the certifier side. For example, approaches using mutation testing can increase the cost greatly because they require generation of many mutants and running each mutant with many test cases to kill it.

### 7.2. Fault-based testing approaches

The approaches in this section are divided into three categories on the basis of the abstraction level at which faults are injected.

#### 7.2.1. XML/Simple Object Access Protocol perturbation

XML/SOAP perturbations are performed by using faulty SOAP messages. Faulty messages are generated from the captured messages (between services or a user) by injecting faults before sending them or just by sending a faulty SOAP message to the service. After perturbations, the service’s behaviour with the faulty message is observed for verification.

One of the earliest examples of SOAP perturbation was proposed by Offutt and Xu [24]. Offutt and Xu proposed three different types of perturbations:

1. **Data value perturbation**, which is performed by modifying the values in a SOAP message.
2. **Remote procedure calls communication perturbations**, which is performed by modifying the arguments of the remote procedures. Offutt and Xu proposed the application of mutation analysis to syntactic objects and data perturbation to SQL code. SQL code perturbation also facilitates SQL injection testing.
3. Data communication perturbations, which is used for testing messages that include database relationships and constraints.

Xu et al. [78] proposed an approach where perturbation is applied to XML schemas in order to generate test cases. Xu et al. defined XML schema perturbation operators for creating invalid XML messages by inserting or deleting data fields. Almedia and Vergilio [79] also adopted the same approach and proposed a tool called SMAT-WS that automates the testing process. Almedia and Vergilio also introduced some new perturbation operators for XML perturbation. Hanna and Munro [21] tested robustness of services by violating the input parameter specifications from WSDL files. Hanna and Munro’s approach can test both the service itself and the platform the service resides in. Zhang and Zhang [80] proposed boundary value fault injection testing in order to help with selecting the reliable services. Similarly, Vieira et al. [81] proposed a framework that applies fault injection to the captured SOAP messages. Martin et al. [82] proposed a framework called WebSob that tests services for robustness. WebSob tests service methods with extreme or special parameters.

Salva and Rabhi [83] proposed an approach aimed at testing the robustness of stateful Web services. The authors performed an analysis on SOAP service observability in order to distinguish between the types of perturbations that generate SOAP faults at the SOAP processor level and at the service level. The approach uses the only two perturbation methods that are handled at the service level: SOAP value perturbations and operation name perturbations. According to the authors, the other proposed perturbation methods on parameter types such as deleting, adding and inverting are handled at the SOAP processor level and thus does not test the service itself.

Tsai et al. addressed the problems of test data ranking and fault-based testing within a single approach. Tsai et al. [29] proposed an approach based on Boolean expression analysis that can generate both true and false test cases. The proposed approach is supported by a framework that can rank test cases according to the test cases’ likeliness to reveal errors.

Wang et al. [84] proposed a fault injection method for BPEL processes using service stubs. The proposed stubs can generate business semantics-oriented faults by mimicking unexpected behaviours of real services. The stubs are generated automatically from WSDL definitions, but the code that causes the faults needs to be implemented and inserted manually.

7.2.2. Network-level fault injection. Network-level fault injection is a fault injection approach in which faults are injected by corrupting, dropping and reordering the network packages. Looker et al. [85] proposed the use of this technique along with a framework called the Web Service Fault Injection Tool. At the network level, latency injection can be performed along with SOAP perturbation. Web Service Fault Injection Tool can perform both SOAP perturbations and latency injections. Looker et al. also proposed another fault injection approach that simulates a faulty service. Faulty service injection is performed by replacing the values in SOAP messages with wrong values that are within the specified range of the parameter. Looker et al. also proposed an extended fault model ontology that is used for generating faults and a failure modes ontology identifies the type of faults (seeded or natural fault).

Juszczynk and Dustdar [86, 87] introduced a SOA test bed based on the Genesis2 framework for testing ScS. The test bed is capable of simulating QoS of the participating services and also of generating issues such as packet loss and delay and service availability.

7.2.3. Mutation of Web service specifications. One of the first examples of web service mutation testing (WSMT) was applied to WSDL specifications. Siblini and Mansour [88] proposed the use of WSDL mutation for detecting interface errors in web services.

Mei and Zhang [45] defined mutation operators for contracts. The contracts in this approach are included in the extended WSDL specifications that were proposed by the authors.

The next step in WSMT was to take the mutation into the SWS. The amount of information provided by OWL-S allows for the application of mutation operators at different levels compared with WSDL mutation. For example, Lee et al. [89] proposed an ontology-based mutation to measure semantic test adequacy for composite services and for semantic fault detection.
Similarly, Wang and Huang [90, 91] proposed another ontology-based mutation testing approach that uses OWL-S requirement model. Wang and Huang suggested a modified version of the requirement model enforced with Semantic Web Rule Language [92] in order to help with mutant generation. The proposed approach uses the enforced constraints in this model to generate mutants using aspect-oriented programming approach.

Apilli [93] and Watkins [94] proposed the use of combinatorial testing approaches for fault-based testing of Web services. The proposed approaches focus on known faults in order to avoid possible combinatorial explosion. The reduction in combinations is achieved by restricting input conditions.

The fault injection approach of Fu et al. [95] differs from other work at the level that the faults are injected. Fu et al. propose a fault-injection framework that is capable of performing white-box coverage testing of error codes in Java web services using compiler-directed fault injection. The fault injection is performed with the guidance of the compiler around try and catch blocks during run-time.

As for all the testing methodologies, automation is important for fault-based testing. Several tools for fault-based ScST are also introduced. Laranjeiro et al. [96, 97] presented a public web service robustness assessment tool called wsrbench [98]. wsrbench provides an interface for sending SOAP messages with invalid service call parameters. wsrbench is also capable of providing the tester with detailed test results for a service. Laranjeiro et al. [99] also proposed the use of text classification algorithms to automate the classification of the robustness test results.

Bessayah et al. [100] presented a fault injection tool for SOAP services called WSInject. WSInject is capable of testing both atomic services and service compositions and combining several faults into a single injection.

Domínguez-Jiménez et al. [101] introduced an automated mutant generator for BPEL processes called GAmera. GAmera uses a genetic algorithm (GA) to minimize the number of mutants without losing relevant information. GAmera is also able to detect potentially equivalent mutants.

### 7.3. Experimental results and discussion

Fault-based ScST at the service level can be very effective when the tester wants to check for common errors such as interface errors, semantic errors and errors that can be caused by the Web services platform. Similar to the boundary and constraint-based analyses, the results from the experiments show that fault-based testing can reveal more faults than positive test cases.

The results of SOAP perturbations prove the effectiveness of this approach in the rate of faults revealed during experiments. For example, during Offutt and Xu’s experiments, 18 faults were inserted into the Mars Robot Communication System and 100 data value perturbation, 15 remote procedure calls communication perturbations and 27 data communication perturbations tests were generated. The generated tests achieved 78% fault detection rate in seeded faults (14 out of 18) and also revealed two natural faults. Xu et al. also experimented on Mars Robot Communication System and additionally on the supply chain management application from Web Services Interoperability Organization (WS-I) and achieved 33% fault detection. Almedia and Vergilio ran their experiments on a system consisting of nine web services and revealed 49 faults of which 18 of them are seeded by SMAT-WS. Vieira et al. experimented on 21 public web services and observed a large number of failures; however, seven of these services showed no robustness problems. Vieira et al. also highlighted that a significant number of the revealed errors are related to database access. Tsai et al. experimented on 60 best buy stock web services with 32 test cases and in these experiments negative test cases revealed more faults than positive test cases. Salva and Rabhi [83] experimented on the Amazon E-Commerce Service. 30% of the test cases generated using their approach caused unexpected results.

Looker et al. [85] experimented on a simulated stock market trading system that contains three services. Baseline tests showed that latency injection caused the system to produce unexpected results 63% of the time. Faulty service injection results showed that the users do not encounter faults by the application of this injection method.

Domínguez-Jiménez et al. [101] experimented on the loan approval example. The authors tested GAmera with different configurations and mutant sizes ranging from 50% to 90% of the possible
22 mutants in order to discover the optimal subset of mutants. GAmera was able to reduce the size of the mutants for all subsets without losing relevant information. However, each mutant population included two equivalent mutants. In each population, between two and three of the generated mutants were not killed by the test suite.

Bessayah et al. [100] experimented on the travel reservation service (TRS is an example BPEL process) composed of three services. During the experiments, WSInject was able to reveal several interface errors by applying SOAP perturbation (invalid data) and two communication faults by applying network-level fault injection (SOAP message delay).

Laranjero et al. [99] experimented on 250 existing web services to evaluate their automated robustness test result classification method. The authors suggested the use of five text classification algorithms: Hyperpipes, Ibk, large linear classification, Naïve Bayes and symbolic model verifier. The algorithms successfully classified 96.63%, 98.89%, 98.75%, 90.31% and 96.55% of the detected robustness problems, respectively.

According to the results of the proposed approaches, mutation testing is effective for measuring test case adequacy in web services. Mei and Zhang’s [45] WSDL mutation achieved 95%, Wang and Huang’s [90] OWL-S mutation achieved 98.7% and the OWL-S mutation of Lee et al. [89] achieved 99.4% mutation score. Results also proved the effectiveness of mutation testing in test case selection. Mei and Zheng’s approach achieved 96% and 81.5% reduction in test cases while maintaining the test coverage. The approach of Lee et al. also helped with equivalent mutant detection by detecting 25 equal mutants out of 686 generated mutants.

Because the aim of fault-based testing is to observe the behaviour of a system with faulty data, using fault-based testing error handling code can also be tested and verified. The information on the behaviour of a service under an unexpected situation is valuable to the integrator to implement a robust service composition.

Fu et al. experimented on four Java web services: the FTPD ftp server, the JNFS server application, the Haboob Web server and the Muffin proxy server. The approach achieved over 80% coverage on fault handling code during experiments. The approach by Fu et al. can only be applied to Java services and performed by the developer. This approach does not guarantee the execution of the error recovery code in the case of an error nor the correctness of the recovery action.

8. MODEL-BASED TESTING AND VERIFICATION OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS

Model-based testing is a testing technique where test cases are generated using a model that describes the behaviour of the SUT. Advantages of MBT, such as automating the test case generation process and the ability to analyse the quality of product statically, makes it a popular testing technique. The formal and precise nature of modelling also allows activities such as program proof, precondition analysis, model checking, and other forms of formal verification that increase the level of confidence in software [102].

Formal verification of service compositions is popular because of formal verification methods’ ability to investigate behavioural properties. The earliest work on formal verification of service compositions dates back to 2002. The existing work that has been undertaken in formal verification of service compositions was compared by Yang et al. [103]. Morimoto [104] surveyed the work undertaken in formal verification of BPEL processes and categorized proposed approaches according to the formal model used. This survey categorizes the work undertaken after 2004 until 2009 in MBT (including formal verification) of ScS according to the testing technique used.

8.1. Perspectives in model-based testing

Perspectives in MBT of ScS are based on the source from which test models are created. The MBT approaches where models are created from service specifications, such as OWL-S or WSDL-S, and other where models are created from service composition languages, such as BPEL, can only be performed by the integrator.
8.2. Model-based testing approaches

This section is divided into four groups on the basis of the MBT method used.

8.2.1. Model-based test case generation. The application of MBT methods to ScS has been widely proposed, and the application of different MBT and verification methods such as symbolic execution and model checking are also proposed. Many of these proposed approaches are capable of generating test cases.

The use of graph search algorithm(s) (GSA) and path analysis (PA) (using constraint solving) is the earliest proposed MBT method for ScST. The generation of control flow graph(s) (CFG) from BPEL processes is widely adopted [105–107]. In these approaches, test cases are generated from test paths that are created by applying GSA to the CFG of the process. The difference between GSA and PA is the way that test data is generated. In PA, test data for each path is generated using constraint solvers, whereas in GSA, the algorithm itself generates the test data.

The approaches using the CFG method mainly propose extensions to standard CFG in order to provide a better representation of BPEL processes. For example, Yan et al. [106] proposed an automated test data generation framework that uses an extended CFG called extended control flow graph (XCFG) to represent BPEL processes. XCFG edges contain BPEL activities and also maintain the execution of activities. Similarly, Yuan et al. [107] proposed a graph-based test data generation by defining another extended CFG called BPEL flow graph (BFG). The BFG contains both the structural information (control and data flow) of a BPEL process that is used for test data generation and semantic information such as dead paths.

Lallai et al. [108, 109] proposed the use of an automaton called Web service time extended finite state machine (WS-TEFSM) and intermediate format (IF) in order to generate timed test cases that aim to exercise the time constraints in service compositions. An IF model, which enables modelling of time constraints in BPEL, is an instantiation of the WS-TEFSM. For IF model transformation from BPEL, Lallai et al. used a tool called BPEL2IF, and for test generation another tool called TESTGen-IF is used. TESTGen-IF is capable of generating test cases for the IF Language. The IF and WS-TEFSM can both model event and fault handlers and termination of BPEL process. Similarly, Cao et al. [110,111] proposed the use of TEFSM for BPEL processes. The authors also introduced a tool that automates the proposed approach called Web Services, Online Testing Framework (WSOTF).

Endo et al. [105] proposed the use of the CFG approach in order to provide a coverage measure for the existing test sets. Endo et al. proposed a new graph called the parallel control flow graph that contains multiple CFG representing a service composition and communications among these CFG. They also presented a tool that supports the proposed technique called ValiBPEL.

Li and Chou [112] proposed the application of combinatorial testing to stateful services. The authors proposed a combinatorial approach that generates multisession test sequences from single-session sequences using multiplexing. The proposed approach generates condition transition graphs, which are used with a random walk algorithm. The authors [113] also proposed an abstract guarded finite state machine (FSM) to address testability issues in conformance testing.

Belli and Linschulte [114] proposed an MBT approach for testing stateful services. The authors introduced a model that captures events with the corresponding request and response for each event called event sequence graph (ESG). In the proposed approach, ESGs are supported by contract information in the form of decision tables. The authors also introduced a tool that generates test cases from decision tables. Endo et al. [115] also proposed the use of ESG in order to perform a grey-box testing, focussing on code coverage.

Hou et al. [116] addressed the issues of message-sequence generation for BPEL compositions. In this approach, BPEL processes are modelled as a message sequence graph and test cases are generated using this message sequence graph.

Paradkar et al. [117] proposed a model-based test case generation for SWS. In this approach, test cases are generated using predefined fault models and input, output, preconditions and effects information from semantic specification.

Guangquan et al. [118] proposed the use of UML 2.0 activity diagram [119], a model used for modelling workflows in systems, to model BPEL processes. After modelling the BPEL process, a
depth-first search method combined with the test coverage criteria is performed on the model in order to generate test cases.

Ma et al. [120] proposed the application of Stream X-machine based testing techniques to BPEL. A stream X-machine [121] is an extended FSM (EFSM) that includes design-for-test properties. It can be used to model the data and the control of a system and to generate test cases.

Casado et al. [122] claimed that there is no practical approach to test long-lived web service transactions and proposed an approach that aims to generate test cases for testing web service transactions. The authors introduced a notation and system properties for testing the behaviour of service transactions that comply with Web Services Coordination (WC-COOR) and Web Services Business Activity (WS-BA). In this approach, test cases are generated using fault tree diagrams.

Search-based test data generation has attracted much recent attention [123–125]. Search-based test data generation techniques enable automation of the test generation process, thus reducing the cost of testing. Blanco et al. [126] proposed the use of scatter search, a metaheuristic technique, to generate test cases for BPEL compositions. In this approach, BPEL compositions are represented as state graphs and test cases generated according to transition coverage criterion. The global transition coverage goal is divided into subgoals that aim to find the test cases that reach the required transitions.

Tarhini et al. [127, 128] proposed two new models for describing composite services. In this approach, the SUT is represented by two abstract models: the task precedence graph (TPG) and the timed labelled transition system (TLTS). The TPG models the interaction between services, and the TLTS models the internal behaviour of the participating services. Tarhini et al. proposed three different sets of test case generation for testing different levels of service composition. Test cases in the first set aim to perform boundary value testing by using the specifications derived from the WSDL file. The second set is used for testing the behaviour of a selected service. The third set tests the interaction between all the participating services, and test cases for this set are generated using TPG and TLTS.

8.2.2. Model-based testing and verification using symbolic execution. Symbolic execution is used as a basis for a verification technique that lies between formal and informal verification according to King [129]. In symbolic testing, the SUT is executed symbolically using a set of classes of inputs instead of a set of test inputs. A class of inputs, represented as a symbol, represents a set of possible input values. The output of a symbolic execution is generated in the form of a function of the input symbols. An example method that generates test cases by using symbolic execution is the BZ-Testing-Tools (BZ-TT) method [130]. The BZ-TT method takes B, Z and statechart specifications as inputs and performs on them several testing strategies, such as partition analysis, cause–effect testing, boundary value testing and domain testing. It also performs several model coverage criteria testing, such as multiple condition boundary coverage and transition coverage. BZ-TT uses a custom constraint solver to perform symbolic execution on the input model.

Testing services by using symbolic execution was proposed by Sinha and Paradkar [131]. Sinha and Paradkar proposed an EFSM-based approach to test the functional conformance of services that operate on persistent data. In this approach, EFSMs are generated by transforming a WSDL-S model into an EFSM representation. Sinha and Paradkar proposed the use of four different test data generation techniques: full predicate coverage, mutation-based, projection coverage and the BZ-TT method. For full predicate coverage, each condition of the EFSM is transformed into disjunctive normal form [132], and test sequences covering each transition are generated. For mutation-based test data generation, the Boolean relational operator method is applied to the guard condition of each operation. For the projection coverage technique, the user specifies test objectives by including or excluding constraints. Sinha and Paradkar’s approach is the only approach that performs testing using WSDL-S specifications.

Bentakouk et al. [133] proposed another approach that uses symbolic execution in order to test service compositions. In this approach, a service composition is first translated into a symbolic transition system (STS); then, a symbolic execution tree is created using STS of the composition. The approach of Bentakouk et al. takes coverage criteria from the tester and generates the set of execution paths on symbolic execution tree. These generated paths are executed using a test oracle.
over the service composition. Bentakouk et al. claimed that using symbolic execution helps avoid state explosion, overapproximation and unimplementable test case problems that are caused by labelled transition systems. As a result, the approach of Bentakouk et al. can handle rich XML-based data types.

Zhou et al. [134] proposed an approach aimed to test service compositions by using Web Service Choreography Description Language. The approach uses a dynamic symbolic execution method to generate test inputs. In this approach, assertions are used as test oracles. The approach uses an satisfiability modulo theory solver for generating inputs that satisfy path conditions.

Escobedo et al. [135] proposed an approach for testing BPEL processes by using a specialized labelled transition system called IOSTS. The approach is capable of performing both real-world testing and simulated testing. One important aspect of the approach is that it assumes that Web service specifications are not available. If the behaviour of the services can be simulated, the approach performs simulated model-based unit testing. In real-world testing, the approach is also capable of coping with problems of service observability.

8.2.3. Model-based testing and verification using model checking. Model checking is a formal verification method and is described as a technique for verifying finite state concurrent systems by Clarke et al. [136]. Model checking verifies whether the system model can satisfy the given properties in the form of temporal logic. During the proofing process, the model checker detects witnesses and counterexamples for the properties of interest. Witnesses and counterexamples are paths in the execution model. A witness is a path where the property is satisfied, whereas a counterexample is a path (sequence of inputs) that takes the finite state system from its initial state to the state where the property is violated. Counterexamples are used for test case generation.

Automata, either finite state automata [137] or FSMs [138], are often used to represent finite state systems. In BPEL testing, automata are often the target of transformation. BPEL processes are first transformed into automata models; these models can subsequently be transformed into the input languages of model checking tools such as Simple Promela Interpreter (SPIN) [139], NuSMV [140] or Berkeley Lazy Abstraction Software Verification Tool (BLAST) [141].

Fu et al. [142] proposed a method that uses the SPIN model checking tool. The proposed framework translates BPEL into an XPath-based guarded automata model (guards represented as XPath expressions [143]) enhanced with unbounded queues for incoming messages. After this transformation, the generated automata model can be transformed into Promela (Process or Protocol Meta Language) specifications [144] with bounded queues (directly) or with synchronous communication on the basis of the result of the synchronizability analysis. The SPIN tool takes Promela as the input language and verifies its linear temporal logic (LTL) [145] properties. Interactions of the peers (participating individual services) of a composite web service are modelled as conversations, and LTL is used for expressing the properties of these conversations.

García-Fanjul et al. [146] used a similar method to that of Fu et al. [142] in order to generate test cases. The approach of García-Fanjul et al. differs from the approach of Fu et al. in transforming BPEL directly to Promela. The approach of García-Fanjul et al. generates test cases by using the test case specifications created from counterexamples that are obtained from model checking. LTL properties are generated for these test case specifications, aiming to cover the transitions identified in the input. Transition coverage for a test suite is achieved by repeatedly executing the SPIN tool with a different LTL formula that is constructed to cover a transition in each execution.

Zheng et al. [147] proposed another test case generation method using model checking for service compositions. Test coverage criteria such as state coverage, transition coverage and all-du-path coverage are included in the temporal logic in order to perform control-flow and data-flow testing on BPEL. Zheng et al. also proposed an automaton called Web service automaton [148] that is used to transform BPEL into Promela for SPIN or symbolic model verifier (SMV) for NuSMV model checker. Web service automaton aims to include BPEL data dependencies that cannot be represented in other automata-based formalisms. This approach generates test cases by using counterexamples to perform conformance tests on BPEL and by using WSDL to test web service operations.
Huang et al. [149] proposed the application of model checking to SWS compositions using OWL-S. The proposed approach converts OWL-S specifications into a C-like language and the Planning Domain Definition Language for use with the BLAST model checker. With the use of BLAST, negative and positive test cases can also be generated. Huang et al. proposed an extension to the OWL-S specifications and the Planning Domain Definition Language in order to support this approach and used a modified version of the BLAST tool.

Jokhio et al. [150] proposed the application of model checking to the WSMO goal specifications. The approach translates the goal specifications to B abstract state machine, which is used to generate test cases by using the assertion violation property of the ProB model checker.

Qi et al. [151] claimed that existing software model checkers cannot verify liveness in real code and proposed an approach that aims to find safety and liveliness violations in ScS. The approach uses the Finite Trace LTL Model Checking tool to determine whether an SUT satisfies a set of safety and liveness properties. The authors also claimed that this is the first approach for C++ web services.

Betin-Can and Bultan [152] proposed the use of model checking to verify the interoperability of Web services. In this approach, it is assumed that the peers of a composite web service are modelled using a hierarchical state machine (HSM) model. Betin-Can and Bultan proposed a modular verification approach using Java PathFinder (JPF) [153], a Java model checker, to perform interface verification, SPIN for behaviour verification and synchronizability analysis.

Ramsokul and Sowmya [154] proposed the modelling and verification of Web service protocols via model checking. Ramsokul and Sowmya proposed a distributed modelling language based on the novel Asynchronous Extended Hierarchical Automata (ASEHA), which is designed for modelling functional aspects of the service protocols. ASEHA model of service protocols are translated into Promela, and correctness of the protocol is verified by the SPIN tool.

Guermouche and Godart [155] proposed a model checking approach for verifying service interoperability. The approach uses the UPPAAL model checker and includes timed properties in order to check for timed conflicts among services. The approach is capable of handling asynchronous timed communications.

Yuan et al. [156] proposed an approach for verifying multibusiness interactions. In the approach, business processes are formalized as pi-calculus expressions, which are then translated into SMV input code in order to use with SMV model checker.

8.2.4. Model-based testing and verification using Petri nets. Petri nets are widely used for specifying and analysing concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic and/or stochastic systems [157]. Petri nets allow different analyses on the model such as reachability, boundedness, deadlock, liveness, reversibility, fairness and conservation analyses. Petri nets can also be used for measuring test case coverage.

Petri nets have also been used in MBT of Web services. For example, Dong and Yu [158] proposed a Petri net-based testing approach where high-level Petri nets (HPNs) are constructed from WSDL files. This approach uses the generated HPNs for high fault coverage. Test cases are generated using HPNs and constraint-based test data generation. User-defined constraints for XML data types and policy-based constraints specified by the tester provide the necessary constraints for test data generation.

Wang et al. [30] proposed the generation of test cases using Petri nets and ontology reasoning. In this approach, Petri net models that are used to describe the operational semantics of a web service are generated from the OWL-S process model, and test data is generated using ontology reasoning. Formal verification of BPEL processes using Petri nets has been investigated by Ouyang et al. [159], who proposed a method for transforming BPEL processes into Petri nets with formal analysis of BPEL processes using Petri net models. Two tools are used to automate the transformation and analysis: BPEL2PNML [160] and WofBPEL [160]. BPEL2PNML is a tool that generates the Petri net model, and WofBPEL is a tool that performs static analysis on Petri net models. WofBPEL is capable of checking for unreachable BPEL activities and competition problems for inbound messages.
Schlingloff et al. [161] proposed a Petri net-based model checking approach using the LoLA model checking tool [162] to verify BPEL processes. Schlingloff et al. introduced a usability analysis to verify the expected behaviour of participating services.

Lohmann et al. [163] addressed the problem of analysing the interaction between BPEL processes by using a special class of Petri nets called open workflow net (oWFN). Lohmann et al. introduced two tools that support this approach called BPEL2oWFN, which transforms BPEL to oWFN or Petri net. oWFN model is used by another tool called Fiona that analyses the interaction behaviour of oWFNs. Petri net models are used with model checkers to verify the internal behaviour of a BPEL process.

Moser et al. [164] proposed a method that increases the precision of Petri net-based verification techniques. The authors claimed that most of the existing verification methods neglect data aspects of BPEL processes. The authors highlighted that their approach incorporates data dependencies into analysis. Data flow is extracted from BPEL by creating a concurrent single static assignment form. Important data items in concurrent single static assignment form are identified and mapped into the Petri net model.

Different flavours of Petri nets are also used in modelling BPEL because of their more expressive nature. For example, the approach of Yang et al. [103] is one of the earliest works that proposes the use of coloured Petri nets (CP-Nets) [165], an extended Petri net formalism, for modelling BPEL processes. Yang et al. listed the capabilities of CP-Nets that allow different levels of verifications of BPEL processes such as reachability, boundness, dead transition, dead marking, liveness, home, fairness and conservation analysis. The proposed framework uses CPNTools [166] for CP-Nets analysis and can also verify the BPEL to CP-Nets transformation.

Yi et al. [167] also proposed a BPEL verification framework that uses CP-Nets. Yi et al. claimed that CP-Nets are more expressive than FSM and Petri nets and proposed the use of CP-Nets in order to model the specifications of the Web service conversation protocols. The proposed framework can also help with composition of new BPEL processes and verify the existing processes.

Dong et al. [168] proposed the use of HPNs. The proposed approach uses a modified version of a tool called Poses++, which was also developed by Dong et al. The tool is used for automated translation from BPEL to HPN and is also capable of generating test cases.

Dai et al. [169] proposed the use of timed predicate Petri nets with annotated BPEL processes. The proposed annotations are not included in the BPEL itself, but they are introduced in annotation layers. These annotations include constraints on the properties of the BPEL process. Dai et al. claimed that these annotations can be used in verification of nonfunctional properties of BPEL as well. This is supported by a tool called MCT4WS that allows automated verifications for service compositions.

Xu et al. [170] proposed the use of the synchronized net model, a model based on Petri nets. For this approach, Xu et al. used a transformation tool called BPEL2PNML, capable of transforming BPEL into Petri Net Markup Language (PNML) [171]. PNML is used as the input to the synchronized net verification tool.

Similar to Petri nets, other models are also used for coverage analysis in MBT and verification. For example, Li et al. [172] proposed a model-based approach for test coverage analysis. The proposed approach uses Resource Description Framework [173], a language for representing information about resources in the World Wide Web, for specifying the preconditions and effects of each method in WSDL specifications. The preconditions and effects specify, respectively, the state of the service before and after invoking a method.

Yang et al. [174] proposed an approach that increases the effectiveness of static defect detection for BPEL processes. The approach uses a CFG representation of BPEL processes in order to perform static analysis. The authors claimed that incorporating the effects of the BPEL’s dead path elimination into static defect analysis reduces both false positives and negatives.

Felderer et al. [175, 176] proposed a model-driven testing framework called Telling Test Stories (TTS). TTS enables test-driven requirements and testing for ScS. Felderer et al. introduced a domain-specific language that allows formalization of system requirements and test model and test cases to be specified on the basis of the concepts of the requirements. Two models are defined in the TTS framework: the system model that describes system requirements at business level and the test
model that contains test case specifications. The TTS framework can also ensure the quality of the test artefacts.

Frantzen et al. [177] proposed a model-driven development and testing platform called PLASTIC [178]. PLASTIC is supported by two tools that help MBT called Jambition and Minerva. These two tools provide support for offline functional validation for services. In this approach, an STS representation of services is provided by the provider. Jambition can automatically test services by using the provided STS. The authors claimed that Jambition is the only tool that can provide automated on-the-fly testing.

8.3. Experimental results

Huang et al. [149] experimented on a synthetic online shopping system. The authors generated seven positive test cases using BLAST and nine negative test cases using the so-called Swiss cheese approach [29] with 100% pass rate.

Jokhio et al. [150] experimented on the WSMO example of the Amazon E-Commerce service. The authors were able to generate test cases from two types of trap properties: boundary coverage (three test cases) and modified condition/decision coverage (30 test cases).

The automated conformance test generation approach of Paradkar et al. [117] is validated using a real industrial application with 4 services and 84 operations. The authors achieved 100% requirement coverage during their experiments with a stable version of the application. During experiments, they revealed four functional bugs out of seven bugs known to be present. The authors also compared the effort and efficiency of the approach, and the results showed that the approach reduced the cost around 50% compared with manual testing used by the testing team of the company.

Endo et al. [105] experimented on three different examples: great common divisor process, loan approval and Nice Journey. The authors presented results of required test cases to cover all executable elements in order to prove the applicability of the used criteria. The required number of test cases for different criteria varies between 1 and 10 test cases.

Li et al. [112] experimented with a real service that wraps query function of a call centre. They have generated test cases for 23 out of 128 input fields of the selected service. The authors’ approach generated 514 test cases within 10 min using data type constraints and boundary information. The authors highlighted the fact that this approach reduces cost vastly compared with manual test case generation. They compared their results against manual test case generation, which took 3 days to generate 293 test cases.

Belli and Linschulte [114] experimented on a real-world ISETTA service. In the experiments, 20 test cases (4 positive and 116 negative) executed and 1 of positive and 65 of negative test cases revealed a fault. Six of the revealed faults were found to be severe.

Endo et al. [115] experimented on an example banking system. The proposed approach achieved 100% coverage using six positive test cases in all requirements (all nodes, all edges, all uses and all Pot uses). Nineteen negative test cases are needed in order to achieve 100% coverage on the faulty pairs of ESG. Test case minimization capability of the proposed approach is also evaluated, and the approach achieved between 74% and 64% reduction in test suite size.

Yan et al. [106] experimented on three loan approval examples from ActiveBPEL engine. The authors performed mutation testing by introducing a bug pattern into the process and observing if any of the generated test paths covered the pattern. During the experiments, all their test path generation methods killed the mutant.

Hou et al. [116] performed mutation analysis on six different BPEL programs: two versions of loan approval, automated teller machine (ATM), market place, gymlocker, BPEL (1–5) in order to prove the effectiveness of their approach. In these experiments, they achieved over 98% effectiveness in test case generation and average 90% mutation score for all six programs.

Chakrabarti and Kumar [26] experimented on a real RESTful service. The authors performed daily testing routine, which took 5 min to execute the 300 test cases. Out of 300 cases, 5–10 test cases failed daily. The authors also automatically generated a test suite with 42,767 test cases, covering all possible input parameters. There were 38,016 test cases that initially failed, and in the second attempt, after bug fixes, 1781 test cases still failed.
The search-based test data generation approach of Blanco et al. [126] was run on two example BPEL programs: loan approval and shipping service. The approach of Blanco et al. achieved 100% coverage for both examples, whereas random generation achieved only 99% and 75%, respectively. According to test results, the number of required test cases for coverage is much lower than for random. For loan approval, this approach achieved 100% coverage using 95% fewer test cases than random and, similarly, for shipping service, 96% less test cases.

Cavalli et al. [179] evaluated MBT approaches using TESFM and its variations using TRS as a case study. In the evaluation, test cases are generated using the tools (TestGen-IF, WSOTF and Web Services Atomic Transaction (WS-AT)) that are introduced in three different TESFM-based approaches. The test results provided evidence for the correctness of TRS. The authors also performed mutation testing with a single mutant, and the test cases generated by TestGen-IF were able to kill the mutant.

Li et al. [172] experimented on two web services: the Parlay X Conference service and the computer-supported telecommunications application routing service. The authors performed their experiments on a machine with a 3-GHz processor and 2 GB of memory. The flow analysis of Parlay X service with NINE operations took 3.00 s, and the computer-supported telecommunications application service with 10 operations took 10.00 s.

García-Fanjul et al. [146] experimented within a loan approval example BPEL program. The authors claimed that the approach finds a minimum number of test cases required to achieve transition coverage for a given specification. The authors also mention the performance of the tool; it completes the verification in less than a second using a system with 3.0-GHz Pentium 4 processor and 2 GB of memory. The model that is used in the experiments has 32 internal states, and it was represented by a 96-byte state vector.

8.4. Discussion

Model-based testing aims to test a system using a model that sufficiently describes the expected behaviour of the SUT for testing purposes. For service compositions, a model that can sufficiently represent the process can be created, thereby allowing MBT and formal verification to be applied. Formal verification of workflows is a widely investigated subject, and the popularity of this subject is also reflected on the amount of work published in the formal verification of BPEL compositions.

One of the most important advantages of formal verification for the integrators is that it can be performed offline. This is an important aspect that needs to be highlighted because it can greatly reduce the cost. Formal verification approaches can reveal errors such as unreachable parts or cause deadlocks without the need of execution. Formal verification can reveal errors that are hard to detect using testing. Thus, it is necessary for the integrator to perform both the formal verification and testing.

One important contribution of formal verification methods [142, 146, 147, 149] in testing is their ability to generate test cases. These approaches, combined with simulated testing of BPEL compositions discussed in Section 6 allow the integrator to perform automated testing with low cost.

Another important aspect that needs to be highlighted in this section is the number of tools used. In order to provide the necessary automation, both in model generation and verification, various authors have presented many tools. The tools used for verification are well-known tools such as SPIN, BLAST, NuSMV and JPF.

In the area of translation from composition languages such as BPEL to different models, many translation tools are introduced. Tools such as BPEL2IF, BPEL2oWFN and BPEL2PNML allow automation, thereby reducing the cost. There are also many other proposed methods and models that contribute towards automated BPEL translation. These publications are not mentioned in this survey to retain a focus on testing and verification.

Model-based test case generation is a well-known and exercised technique. Because most of the approaches in this section are targeting service compositions, these approaches are primarily aimed at the integrator. According to the results from the experiments, most of the proposed approaches can achieve high coverage with minimal effort. For instance, the results from approaches such as those of Endo et al. [105] and Blanco et al. [126], where required number of test cases for coverage
are much fewer than random, prove that they reduce the cost of testing not merely by automating the input generation process but also by reducing the number of required test cases to run on the service(s) under test.

Some of the model-based test case generation approaches [105–109, 116, 118, 126] described previously have a single common feature. In traditional MBT, models are created using requirements or specifications separately from the executable code. However, almost all of the model-based approaches described previously generate models from the executable code itself. This abstraction/translation process leads to a model that reflects the behaviour of the executable code rather than a model that reflects the expected behaviour of the system. Thus, testing using such a model will lead to testing of the translation process rather than testing of the actual system. By definition, the errors revealed using these approaches can only be those errors introduced by their translation process.

This problem does not affect the approaches using formal verification methods. In formal verification, logical properties that the SUT is checked against are not derived from the executable code. Other approaches in this section such as that of Felderer et al. [175] require the test model to be generated separately.

9. INTEROPERABILITY TESTING OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS

Interoperability is the ability of multiple components to work together, that is, to exchange information and to process the exchanged information. Interoperability is a very important issue in open platforms such as SOA. Even though web services must conform to standard protocols and service specifications, incompatibility issues might still arise.

The need for interoperability among service specifications is recognized by industry and the WS-I, an open industry organization, formed by the leading IT companies. The organization defined a WS-I Basic Profile [180] in order to enforce Web service interoperability. WS-I organization provides interoperability scenarios that need to be tested and a number of tools to help testing process. Kumar et al. [181] described the possible interoperability issues regarding core Web service specifications such as SOAP, WSDL and UDDI and explained how the WS-I Basic Profile provides solutions for the interoperability issues with Web service specifications.

There are also interoperability problems that might be caused by web service toolkits such as Java Axis and .Net. For example, using dynamic data structures in services that use a certain toolkit might cause interoperability problems (because of message consumption errors) for the clients using other toolkits [182]. Interoperability problems do not occur only among different toolkits but might also occur in different versions of the same toolkit. This is also another important interoperability aspect that needs to be tested by both the developer and the certifier.

9.1. Perspectives in interoperability testing

Because the aim of the interoperability is to observe whether the services exchange messages, as expected, it can be performed by all the stakeholders in SOA. Interoperability testing of services (service protocols and interfaces) is very important for the provider and the certifier. Testing for interoperability must be included in reliability measurement. Even though most of the approaches in this section target services, there are approaches such as those of Narita et al. [183] and Yu et al. [184] that target service compositions. These approaches can only be performed by the integrator.

9.2. Interoperability testing approaches

The need for testing the interoperability among services is also recognized by researchers. For example, Bertolino and Polini [185] proposed a framework that tests the service interoperability by using service’s WSDL file along with a protocol state machine diagram [119] provided by the service provider. The protocol state machine diagram carries information on the order of the operation invocations for a service. The proposed framework checks the order of the service invocations among different services and tries to point out possible interoperability problems.
Yu et al. [184] proposed an ontology-based interoperability testing approach using the communication data among services. The proposed approach captures communication data and stores it in an ontology library. The data in the library are analysed, and reasoning rules for error analysis and communication data are generated in order to run with the Jess reasoning framework [186]. Using the rules from the Jess framework gives this approach the ability to adapt certain problems such as network failure or network delay. The framework can also replay the errors that have been identified by using a Petri net graphic of the communicating services.

Smythe [187] discussed the benefits of the model-driven approach in the SOA context and proposed an approach that can verify interoperability of services using UML models. The author pointed out the need for UML profile for SOA that contains the interoperability specification in order to use with the proposed approach. With the use of the proposed UML profile, test cases can be generated for testing the conformance of the service’s interoperability.

Similarly, Bertolino et al. [185] proposed a model-based approach for testing interoperability. In the proposed environment, services are tested before registration. In this approach, a service provider is expected to provide information on how to invoke a service using a UML 2.0 behaviour diagram.

Ramsokul and Sowmya [188] proposed the use of ASEHA framework to verify the service protocol’s implementation against its specification. They claimed that the ASEHA framework is capable of modelling complex protocols such as Web Services Atomic Transaction (WS-AtomicTransaction) [189] and Web Services Business Activity (WS-BusinessActivity) [190]. The proposed ASEHA framework captures the SOAP messages from services, maps them into ASEHA automata and verifies the protocol implementation against its specification.

Guermouche and Godart [155] proposed a model checking approach for verifying service interoperability. The approach uses UPPAAL model checker and includes timed properties in order to check for timed conflicts among services. The approach is capable of handling asynchronous timed communications.

Betin-Can and Bultan [152] proposed the use of a model, based on HSMs for specifying the behavioural interfaces of participating services in a composite service. Betin-Can and Bultan suggested that verification of the web services that are developed using the peer controller pattern is easier to automate and proposed the use of HSMs as the interface identifiers for web services in order to achieve interoperability. Betin-Can and Bultan proposed a modular verification approach using JPF to perform interface verification and SPIN for behaviour verification and synchronizability analysis. The use of the proposed approach improves the efficiency of the interface verification significantly as claimed by the Betin-Can and Bultan.

Narita et al. [183] proposed a framework for interoperability testing to verify Web service protocols, especially aimed at reliable messaging protocols. Narita et al. claimed that none of the existing testing tools aims to perform interoperability testing for communication protocols. They also highlighted the need for a testing approach that covers the reliable messaging protocols, capable of executing erroneous test cases for these protocols. As a result, their framework is capable of creating test cases containing erroneous messages by intercepting messaging across services.

Passive testing is the process of monitoring the behaviour of the SUT without predefining the input(s) [191]. The first passive testing approach for Web services was proposed by Benharref et al. [192]. This EFSM-based approach introduces an online observer that is capable of analysing the traces and reporting faults. The observer also performs forward and backward walks on the EFSM of the SUT in order to speed up the state recognition and variable assignment procedures.

Passive conformance testing of EFSMs was proposed by Cavalli et al. [191] where testing artefacts called ‘invariants’ enable testing for conformance. These invariants contain information on the expected behaviour of the SUT used in testing traces. Several authors extended this research to Web services domain.

For example, Andrés et al. [193] proposed the use of passive testing for service compositions. The proposed invariants contain information on the expected behaviour of services in the composition and their interaction properties. The proposed passive testing approach checks local logs against invariants in order to check for the absence of prescribed faults. Morales et al. [194] proposed a set
of formal invariants for passive testing. In this approach, time-extended invariants are checked on collected traces. The approach uses a tool called TIPS that enables passive testing.

Cao et al. [195] also proposed a passive testing approach for service compositions. The proposed approach enables both online and offline verification using constraints on data and events called security rules. The security rules are defined in the nomad language. The authors also presented a tool that automates the passive testing for behavioural conformance called Runtime Verification engine for Web Service (RV4WS).

9.3. Experimental results

Narita et al. [183] performed experiments on Reliable Messaging for Grid Services version 1.1, an open source implementation of WS-Reliability 1.1. The framework performs coverage-based testing in order to check for conformance to its specifications. It also performs application-driven testing to check for interoperability. The errors introduced by the framework include losing a package, changing message order and sending duplicate messages. During coverage testing, the framework tested 180 out of 212 WS-Reliability items and was unable to find any errors but raised three warnings. During application-driven testing, four errors were revealed and four warnings were raised.

Betin-Can and Bultan [152] experimented on the travel agency and the order handling examples. For the travel agency, different peers of the program took between 4.61 and 9.72 s for interface verification. The resources used in this experiment ranged between 3.95 and 19.69 MB of memory. Synchronizability analysis of the travel agency (which was 8911 states) took 0.38 s and used 5.15 MB of memory. Order handling interface verification for peers took between 4.63 and 5.00 s and used 3.73–7.69 MB of memory. Synchronizability analysis of order handling (which was 1562 states) took 0.08 s and used 2.01 MB of memory.

9.4. Discussion

As stated, interoperability is one of the major potentials of Web services. Web services must be tested for interoperability in order to achieve this potential. Interoperability issues that are caused by different versions of the protocols such as SOAP are addressed by industry in WS-I. However, other challenges require approaches such as those of Tsai et al. [196] and Bertolino et al. [185] where interoperability is tested before service registration. Testing web services before the registration process can prevent many of the possible interoperability problems, and this might increase the confidence in the registered services.

The approaches in this section are divided into three main groups. The first group aims to verify service protocols, such as the work of Narita et al. [183] and Ramsokul and Sowmya [188]. The second group verify interfaces and communication among services, such as the work of Betin-Can and Bultan [152], Smythe [187] and Yu et al. [184]. The third group are the passive testing approaches, such as the work of Andrés et al. [193], Morales et al. [194] and Cao et al. [195].

The approaches in this section can also be grouped in terms of their cost. The approaches that use formal verification and passive testing approaches will reduce the cost of testing for the integrator. Formal verification approaches cover service and protocol verification respectively. Using them together allows a complete offline interoperability testing for the integrator. The passive testing approaches will provide the integrator to ability to detect real-world usage faults. For the approaches where test cases are generated, the cost can be higher. The passive testing approaches increase the cost of testing for the integrator because of the effort required to create the necessary invariants.

10. INTEGRATION TESTING OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS

Integration testing is crucial in most fields of engineering to make sure all the components of a system work together as expected. The importance of performing integration testing is also well established in software engineering. Because the idea behind SOA is to have multiple loosely coupled and interoperable distributed services to form a software system, integration testing in SOA is at least as important. With the integration testing performed, all the elements of a ScS can be tested including services, messages, interfaces and the overall composition.
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Bendetto [197] defined the difference between integration testing of traditional systems and ScS. Canfora and Di Penta [7] pointed out the challenges in integration testing in SOA. According to Bendetto and Canfora and Di Penta, the challenges of integration testing in ScS are the following:

1. Integration testing must include the testing of services at the binding phase, workflows and business process connectivity. Business process testing must also include all possible bindings.
2. Low visibility, limited control and the stateless nature of SOA environment make integration testing harder.
3. Availability of services during testing might also be a problem.
4. Dynamic binding makes the testing expensive because of the number of required service calls.

10.1. Perspectives in integration testing

As might be expected, integration testing is only performed by the integrator. The rest of the stakeholders are not capable of performing integration-oriented approaches because of the lack of observability.

Most of the approaches in this section target service compositions using static binding. By contrast, for dynamic SOA, performing integration testing can be very challenging because of ScS’s configuration being available only at run-time (this problem is referred as the ‘run-time configuration issue’ in the rest of this paper). In dynamic SOA, the integrator needs to test for all possible bindings, which can increase the cost of testing greatly.

10.2. Integration testing approaches

One of the earliest works on integration testing of Web services is the Coyote framework of Tsai et al. [198]. Coyote is an XML-based object-oriented testing framework that can perform integration testing. Coyote is formed of two main components: a test master and a test engine. The test master is capable of mapping WSDL specifications into test scenarios, generating test cases for these scenarios and performing dependency analysis, completeness and consistency checking. The test engine, on the other hand, performs the tests and logs the results for these tests.

In software development, there is a concept called continuous integration (CI) [199]. CI is performed by integrating the service under development frequently. CI also requires continuous testing. Continuous integration testing (CIT) allows early detection of problems at the integration level. Huang et al. [200] proposed a simulation framework that addresses the service availability problem by using CIT. The proposed framework automates the testing by using a surrogate generator that generates platform-specific code skeleton from service specifications and a surrogate engine that simulates the component behaviour according to skeleton code. Huang et al. claimed that the proposed surrogates are more flexible than the common simulation methods such as stubs and mocks and that the simulation is platform independent.

Liu et al. [201] also proposed a CIT approach with which executable test cases carry information on their behaviour and configuration. In the proposed approach, integration test cases are generated from sequence diagrams. The authors also introduced a test execution engine to support this approach.

Peyton et al. [202] proposed a testing framework that can perform ‘grey-box’ integration testing of composite applications and their underlying services. The proposed framework is implemented in Testing and Test Control Notation version 3 [203], a European Telecommunications Standards Institute standard test specification and implementation language. It is capable of testing the composite application behaviour and interaction among participating services. The framework increases the visibility and the control in testing by inserting test agents into a service composition. These agents are used in analysing HTTP and SOAP messages between the participating services.

Mei et al. [204] addressed the integration issues that might be caused by XPath in BPEL processes such as extracting wrong data from an XML message. The proposed approach uses CFGs of BPEL processes along with another graph called XPath rewriting graph (XRG) that models XPath conceptually (models how XPath can be rewritten). Mei et al. created a model that combines these two graphs called X-WSBPEL. Data flow testing criteria based on def–use associations in XRG
were defined by Mei et al., and with the use of these criteria, data flow testing can be performed on the X-WSBPEL model.

De Angelis et al. [205] proposed a model checking integration testing approach. Test cases are derived from both orchestration definition and specification of the expected behaviour for the candidate services. The authors also presented a tool that supports this approach.

Tarhini et al. [128] addressed the issue of service availability and the cost of testing. Tarhini et al. solved these problems by finding suitable services before the integration process and using only the previously selected services according to their availability. In this approach, testing to find suitable services is accomplished in four stages. The first stage is the ‘find stage’ in which candidate services from a service broker are found. In the second stage, selected services are tested for their correct functionality. At the third stage, each service is tested for interaction as a stand-alone component, and if it passes this stage, it is tested for interactions with the rest of the components. When a service passes all the required steps, it is logged into the list of services to be invoked at runtime. The proposed framework uses a modified version of the Coyote framework for the automation of testing.

Yu et al. [206] addressed the interaction problems within OWL-S compositions. The approach of Yu et al. tests interaction among participating web services using interaction requirements. Yu et al. proposed an extension to existing OWL-S models to carry these requirements.

There are also previously mentioned approaches that are capable of performing integration testing. For example, the ASTRAR framework of Tsai et al. [66], and the proposed Enhanced UDDI server [196] are also capable of performing integration testing. Similarly, the model-driven testing approach of Lenz et al. [58] can be used for integration testing.

10.3. Experimental results

Huang et al. [200] experimented on an HR system that is transformed into a service. In this system, there are 17 components in the business layer with 58 interfaces and 22 components in the data layer with 22 interfaces. During the pure simulation without real components, seven bugs were identified as caused by issues such as reference to a wrong service, interface mismatch and missing service. During real component tests (includes surrogates as well), three bugs were identified for five components.

Mei et al. [204] experimented on the eight popular BPEL examples. The authors created mutants by injecting faults into three different layers in the composition BPEL, WSDL and XPath. Test sets created by the approach achieved almost 100% coverage in all test criteria considered. The authors also compared their fault detection rates with random testing. Overall, the minimum detection rates for this approach are between 53% and 67%, whereas random only achieved 18%. Mean rates of fault detection rates for this approach are between 92% and 98%, whereas random achieved 73%. The authors also investigated the performance of the approach. It took between 0.45 and 1.2 s for generating test sets with a 2.4-GHz processor and 512-MB memory.

Liu et al. [201] experimented on two synthetic examples: an HR system and a meeting room management system. The approach revealed 22 bugs in the HR system and seven in the meeting room system. The approach revealed faults in categories such as incorrect method calls, incorrect parameter passing, configuration problems and interface/function mismatches.

10.4. Discussion

Integration testing is one of the most important testing methodologies for SOA. The challenges that the integrator faces during integration testing are addressed by some of the approaches mentioned in this section such as the frameworks of Tarhini et al. [128], Huang et al. [200] and Liu et al. [201].

The CI-based integration testing of Huang et al. [200] can be very useful by starting testing early. The ability to use surrogate services can also help in reducing the cost of testing. Because surrogate services can be generated automatically, using them does not increase the overall cost. The only handicap of this approach might be finding/generating suitable Web service specifications to be used in surrogate generation. One other issue that can increase the cost of testing is the lack of automated test case generation within the framework.
Liu et al. [201] partly automated test case generation in CIT using sequence diagrams. This approach makes use of the work of Huang et al. and is able simulate unavailable components. As a result, it has the same restrictions as the work of Huang et al. regarding the service simulation. The approach’s ability to verify execution traces using object comparison and expression verification is the main advantage of this approach.

The approach of Mei et al. [204] addresses a problem that is overlooked by many developers. Integration issues that can be caused by XPath are an important problem in service compositions that need to be tested. The results from their experiments proved the effectiveness of their approach in revealing these problems.

Almost all of the approaches discussed previously will have problems adapting to dynamic environments. For example, the approach of Tarhini et al. [128] might be rendered inapplicable because of not being able to know the services available at run-time and not being able choose the service to bound at run-time. On the other hand, the approaches of Huang et al. [200], Peyton et al. [202], Tsai et al. [198] and Mei et al. [204] might become more expensive to perform.

11. COLLABORATIVE TESTING OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS

Collaborative software testing is the testing concept where multiple stakeholders, such as developer, integrator, tester and user, participate in the testing process. Collaborative testing is generally used in testing techniques such as usability walk-through where correct functionality is tested with participation of different stakeholders.

Challenges involving testing ScS were identified by Canfora and Di Penta [7], some of which require collaborative solutions. These challenges that might require collaborative solutions are the following:

1. users not having a realistic test set;
2. users not having an interface to test ScS; and
3. the need for a third-party testing and QoS verification rather than testing by each service user.

11.1. Perspectives in collaborative testing

Collaborative testing requires collaboration among stakeholders. The proposed approaches described in this section seek to establish a collaboration between the developer and the integrator. Some of the approaches include a third party in order to increase testability.

11.2. Collaborative testing approaches

Tsai et al. [207] proposed a cooperative validation and verification model that addresses these challenges instead of the traditional independent validation and verification. One example of this collaborative testing approach is the proposed enhanced UDDI server of Tsai et al. [196]. This UDDI server further enhances the verification enhancements in UDDI version 3 [15]. These proposed enhancements include the following:

1. The UDDI server stores test scripts for the registered services.
2. The UDDI server arranges test scripts in a hierarchical tree of domains and subdomains.
3. The UDDI server has an enhanced registration mechanism called check-in. The check-in mechanism registers a service if it passes all test scripts for its related domain and subdomain.
4. The UDDI server has a new mechanism before the client is able to use the selected service called check-out. This mechanism allows the client to test any service before using it with the test scripts from service’s associated domain.
5. The UDDI server includes a testing infrastructure that allows remote WST.

In the proposed framework, the provider, as suggested by Canfora and Di Penta, can also provide test scripts to point out qualities of the service such as robustness, performance, reliability and scalability. The proposed framework also provides an agent-based testing environment that automates the testing process both at check-in and check-out.

Bai et al. [208] also proposed a contract-based collaborative testing approach that extends the enhanced UDDI proposal of Tsai et al. Bai et al. proposed a decentralized collaborative validation and verification (DCV&V) framework with contracts. The proposed framework consists of distributed test brokers that handle a specific part of the testing process. Bai et al. suggested two types of contracts for the DCV&V approach: test collaboration contracts, which enforce the collaboration among the test brokers, and testing service contract, which is used for contract-based test case generation.

The proposed test broker of Bai et al. provides a test case repository for test cases and test scripts, collects test results and maintains defect reports and service evaluations. The test broker can generate and execute test cases as well. Bai et al. suggested that, with the use of the DCV&V architecture, multiple test brokers can become involved in the testing process. The decentralized architecture allows flexible and scalable collaborations among the participants.

Zhu [209,210] proposed another collaborative approach. In Zhu’s approach, service developers or third stakeholder testers provide testing services that help with testing. Zhu also proposed a testing ontology that is based on a taxonomy of testing concepts called the STOWS. The proposed ontology aims to solve the issues related to the automation of test services.

Bartolini et al. [211] introduced a collaborative testing approach that ‘whitens’ the ScST by introducing a new stakeholder called TCov that provides the tester with coverage information. The approach of Bertolini et al. requires the service provider to insert instrumentation code inside the service in order to provide TCov with coverage information. This information is then analysed by TCov provider and is made available to the tester as a service.

Eler et al. [212] proposed an approach to improve web service testability. The proposed approach provides the tester with an instrumented version of the SUT as a testing service. The testing service is instrumented by the developer, aiming to provide the tester with coverage information and other testing-related metadata. The authors also presented a web service that automatically generates the testing service from Java byte code called JaBUTiWS and also another tool WSMTS, which supports the testing process.

11.3. Experimental results and discussion

Collaborative testing approaches aim to solve some of the challenges involved in ScST, for example, having an adequate test suite by allowing service providers to provide test suits or having a third stakeholder tester providing testing interfaces for the service consumers. The claimed benefits of these approaches justify collaborative testing of ScS.

The proposed testing approach of Tsai et al. [196] provides many benefits, such as increasing the quality of testing by providing realistic test cases from the provider. This approach also reduces the number of test runs by testing services before the binding process has been completed. The approach also reduces the cost of testing through automation. The framework’s ability to generate scripts for different levels of testing makes it a complete testing solution. However, the framework’s dependence on existing workflows might be a problem for some services.

The contracts of Bai et al. [208] allow the test provider to supply specification-based test case designs for the other participants. Testers can also run synchronized tests on services and publish the test results. Test data and test knowledge can be made accessible to others and can be exchanged among different stakeholders. Generally, contracts aim to enforce the correct functionality of a system. The contracts of Bai et al. additionally enforce collaboration among stakeholders. However, although contract-based collaboration enforcement may be effective, the cost of generating contracts might be discouraging.

The main advantage of Zhu’s [209,210] proposed testing environment is that testing can be fully automated. Another advantage is that the SUT is not affected by the testing process: there will be no service disruptions due to any errors that might happen during testing process or a decrease in the service’s performance. The proposed environment also reduces security concerns by allowing tests to be performed via testing servers. The only disadvantage of the proposed environment is that the testing services need to be tested as well. This problem can be solved by the use of certified third
stakeholder testing services, which require no testing. Using third stakeholder testing services might increase the cost vastly because of the costs of testing services.

Bartolini et al. [211] provided experimental results from application of their TCov environment. The authors highlighted an important aspect of using TCov that it enables the tester to receive information on test coverage without violating the SOA principles. The authors also suggested that knowing coverage results from different test cases can greatly help the tester to perform better tests. The main advantage of this approach is that it can be easily used in the current Web services environment. The main disadvantage of the TCov environment is the introduction of a third party into the testing process, which increases the cost of testing.

Eler et al. [212] provided performance analysis results based on the overhead created by the proposed approach. The authors measured the execution time of a test suite on the original service and compared the execution time of the same test suite with the testing service. The overhead added by the approach increased execution times 2.65% outside the testing session and 5.26% in the testing session. This approach provides the benefits of the approaches of Zhu [209, 210] and Bartolini et al. [211] without the need for a certifier. The main disadvantage of this approach, at present, is that it can only be applied to Java web services.

12. TESTING SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS FOR QOS VIOLATIONS

QoS and its requirements have been discussed for many years in areas such as networking. A general QoS definition is given by Campanella et al. [213] as

QoS (Quality of Service) is a generic term which takes into account several techniques and strategies that could assure application and users a predictable service from the network and other components involved, such as operating systems.

QoS for is Web services defined as

Quality of Service is an obligation accepted and advertised by a provider entity to service consumers. in W3C Web Services Glossary [214].

In the literature, QoS generally refers to nonfunctional properties of Web services such as reliability, availability and security. A broad definition of QoS requirements for Web services is given by Lee et al. [215]. This definition includes performance, reliability, scalability, capacity, robustness, exception handling, accuracy, integrity, accessibility, availability, interoperability and security.

In SOA, the need for QoS is highlighted by the two main questions:

1. the selection of the right service; and
2. the provision of guarantees to the service consumer about service performance.

As mentioned, one of the most important benefits of SOA is the ability to use services from other businesses. As a consequence, the consumer often has the problem of choosing a suitable service. In such an environment, businesses must have the ability to distinguish their services from the competition. On the other hand, the consumers must have the ability to compare and choose the best service for their needs. As a result, QoS ratings must be published by the provider and be accessible to the consumer within the SOA environment.

The answer to the second question is a well-known concept called the service-level agreement (SLA). SLA is an agreement/contract between the provider and the consumer(s) of a service that defines the expected performance of a service at defined levels. SLAs might also include penalty agreements for service transactions or usage periods where the service performs below an agreed level.

It is hard to define a standard SLA that fits all kinds of available services. Services covered by an SLA also need to be tested for their conformance to the SLA. The service subsequently needs to be monitored during its normal operations to check SLA conformance.

The importance of QoS in SOA and the problems surrounding it has led to the service standard called WS-Agreement [216]. WS-Agreement is a specification language aimed at standardizing the overall agreement structure. The language specifies domain-independent elements that can be extended to any specific concept.
Because of its significance in SOA, QoS testing is as important as functional testing. The difference in QoS testing is that it needs to be performed periodically and/or the service needs to be monitored for SLA conformance.

12.1. Perspectives in QoS testing

QoS testing of Web services is performed by the provider (or the certifier if requested). The integrator can perform QoS testing on compositions to reveal possible SLA violations. QoS testing at the integrator side can be considered as a static worst-case execution time analysis using the non-functional parameters of services in the composition. Stub services can also be generated with given QoS parameters in order to perform simulated testing. The run-time configuration issue does not affect the integrator neither in simulated QoS testing nor in static analysis. For the dynamic SOA, the integrator can use service selection constraints rather than services’ actual QoS parameters.

The cost of QoS testing can be higher than traditional testing. The two primary cost drivers are the cost of service invocation and the need to generate real-usage test data. The primary issue is due to the requirement of running each test case several times during testing period. The reason for multiple test case executions is that the average of the results from multiple test runs provide a more realistic QoS score than a single test. QoS scores also need to be updated periodically from the monitoring data or results from tests.

12.2. QoS testing approaches

The oldest research publication on QoS testing of services is by Chandrasekaran et al. [217]. The authors proposed an approach that is used to test performance of services and simulation-based evaluation for service compositions. The authors introduced their tool called Service Composition and Execution Tool, that allows service composition as well as evaluation. Simulation in the tool is handled by JSIM, a Java-based simulation environment.

Di Penta et al. [218] proposed testing for SLA violations using search-based methods. In this approach, inputs and bindings for ScS are generated using GAs. The generated inputs and bindings aim to cause SLA violations. For service compositions, a population to cover the expensive paths are evolved by the authors’ GA that try to find violating conditions. The approach also monitors QoS properties such as response time, throughput and reliability. Monitored parameters are used as fitness function in test case selection.

The regression testing approach of Di Penta et al. [219] aims to test nonfunctional properties of services. It allows the developer to publish test cases along with services that are used in the initial testing. In this approach, assertions for QoS are used for testing SLA conformance. These assertions are generated automatically with the executions of test cases.

Gu and Ge [220] proposed another search-based SLA testing approach. Similar to the approach of Di Penta et al., a CFG is derived from service composition and a QoS analysis is performed on each path. Test cases are generated around the maximum and minimum SLA constraints. The difference in this approach is the added users’ experience, which is included in defining QoS sensitivity levels.

Palacios et al. [221] proposed a partition testing-based SLA testing approach. In the proposed approach, test specifications are generated from information in SLAs that are specified in the form of WS-Agreement specifications. The category-partition method is applied to these specifications to generate test cases that aim to reveal SLA violations.

The need for test beds in SOA is mentioned previously for functional testing. Bertolino et al. [222] suggested that test beds must also be able to evaluate QoS properties in SOA. The authors proposed a test bed that allows functional and nonfunctional testing of service compositions. The proposed test bed can perform testing without the need of invoking outside services using service stubs. Stubs are generated using a tool called Puppet (Pick Up Performance Evaluation Test-bed) [223]. The Puppet generates service stubs using QoS parameters in SLAs expressed in WS-Agreement specification. In this approach, functional models of the stubbed services are expected to be provided by the provider in the form of STS. The information from STS and SLA allow generating stubs with both functional and nonfunctional properties.
Another example to test beds that can perform offline testing is the MaramaMTE [225] tool of Grundy et al. [224]. This tool provides similar functionality to the test bed of Bertolino et al. The most important functionality of this test bed is it allows testers to perform offline performance tests on service compositions. In this approach, service stubs are created from composition models such as Business Process Modeling Notation and ViTaBal-WS. Unfortunately this approach does not use SLAs to inform the tester about the possible violations.

Driss et al. [226] proposed a QoS evaluation approach for service compositions using discrete-event simulation. Discrete-event simulation is performed with a model that represents the operation of a system as a chronological sequence of events. The authors proposed a model that includes BPEL activities and network infrastructure. Simulations in this approach are performed using the NS-2 simulator.

Pretre et al. [227] proposed a QoS assessment framework using MBT called iTac-QoS. In this approach, the provider is expected to provide a UML-based test model formed of three diagrams. These diagrams contain a service interface, temporal evolution and input data. Functional test data are generated from the model. The framework uses a categorization of tests, goals and results. In order to automate categorization process, requirements in the form of OCL are provided. Total automation is one of the highlights of this approach.

Yeom et al. [228] introduced a QoS model and a testing mechanism to test service manageability quality for this model. In this approach, a set of manageable interfaces are provided along with services. These interfaces provide functions to get internal information about services to increase observability or to provide change notifications.

12.3. Experimental results

Di Penta et al. [218] experimented on a synthetic audio processing workflow with four services and an existing image manipulation service. The authors compared their GA approach against random search to prove its effectiveness. In their experiments, GA significantly outperformed random search. Both their black-box and white-box approaches proved to generate inputs and bindings that can violate SLAs. Their comparisons between these two approaches showed that the white-box approach takes less time than black-box approach to find a solution that violates QoS constraints.

Di Penta et al. [219] experimented on a synthetically generated services based on five releases of dnsjava. The most important finding in their experiments was the overall QoS increase with new releases. The only version that had lower QoS results among the new versions was the version with new features. The authors also found out that SLAs might be violated by the new versions if they cover the newer versions.

Gu and Ge [220] performed their experiments on a synthetic service composition. Their experiments showed that their approach is able to identify QoS-risky paths and generate test cases that can violate QoS constraints. They have also compared their GA approach to a random search similar to Di Penta et al., and according to their results GA outperformed the random search.

Driss et al. [226] experimented on a travel planner composite service example. The authors focussed solely on the response time parameter. The results from their simulation was able to identify the fastest service method and also methods that have problems with response times.

12.4. Discussion

One of the main topics in SOA is QoS and SLAs. In order to establish a healthy SOA environment, it is very important to establish a standard way of representing QoS parameters and measuring them. In SOA, it imperative that up-to-date QoS parameters are checked for their conformance to SLAs. This necessity highlights the importance of QoS testing and SLA conformance. The need for updating QoS parameters and SLAs with each new service version also increases the need for QoS testing.

One of the main problems the integrator faces in QoS testing is the need for testing all possible bindings. This problem is caused by the dynamic nature of SOA when the integrator does not know which services will be selected and invoked. Even though expected QoS parameters in SLAs give an idea about services’ performance and enable static/simulated QoS analysis, these parameters do not
reflect the network performance. For example, determining network latency for all possible users can be unrealistic.

Existing work in QoS testing can be classified into two main areas according to the way they are performed. These two main categories are simulation and real testing. The difference between these two methods are the use of service stubs rather than invoked services.

The main advantage of using stubs is its low cost. Because QoS testing can be very expensive, using stubs is an ideal way to reduce cost. Reducing cost is invaluable for the integrators and allows them to run more tests to reveal additional possible SLA violations. Another benefit of simulation is its ability to adapt dynamic SOA. In simulation, QoS ratings of existing services can be used to generate a probabilistic SLA for the whole composition.

Although simulation can be a solution to adaptation issues in QoS, it does suffer from network performance representation. The approach of Driss et al. [226] addresses this issue, by including network models in their simulations. Unfortunately, this approach cannot be used in dynamic SOA environment.

Testing with real services has the advantage of getting realistic QoS ratings and finding run-time SLA violations. The weaknesses of testing with real services is the need to test for all possible bindings and the high costs involved. The similar approaches of Di Penta et al. [218] and Gu and Ge [220] can help reduce the cost of testing for SLA violations by detecting high-risk paths and focussing testing on these parts of service compositions.

13. REGRESSION TESTING OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEMS

Regression testing is the reuse of the existing test cases from the previous system tests. Regression testing is performed when additions or modifications are made to an existing system. In traditional regression testing, it is assumed that the tester has access to the source code and the regression testing is carried out in a white-box manner [229]. Performing white-box regression testing helps mainly with test case management.

A number of the common test case management and prioritization methods such as the symbolic execution approach and the dynamic slicing-based approach require testers’ access to the source code [229]. However, approaches such as the graph walk approach (GWA) by Rothermel and Harrold [230] that does not require access to the source code can be used in ScS regression testing (ScSRT). This survey distinguishes the regression test selection (RTS) methods that require access to source code in order to identify those RTS methods applicable to testing Web services. Because the integrator does not have source code access at the service level, RTS methods that require access to the source code are inapplicable in ScST.

According to Canfora and Di Penta [7], one of the main issues in ScSRT at the consumer side is not knowing when to perform regression testing. Because the consumer has no control over the evolution of the service, he or she might not be aware of the changes to the service. There are two possible scenarios for informing the consumer about such modifications. These scenarios are based on the provider’s knowledge about the consumers.

The first scenario arises when the SUT is registered to a UDDI broker or is not a free service. The subscription service in UDDI version 3 allows automated notification of the consumers when changes are made to a service. For paid services, it is assumed that the provider has the details of the consumers through billing or service agreements. In this scenario, informing the consumers about the changes that are made to a service will not be a problem. Even so, there is still a small room for error. If the consumers are not properly informed about which methods of the service are modified, they might either perform unnecessary tests or fail to perform necessary tests.

The second scenario arises when the web service that requires regression testing is a public service with no UDDI registration and the provider does not have information about its consumers. This scenario is the most problematic one, because the consumer can only be aware of the modifications by observing errors in system behaviour or changes in the system performance. During the period between changes being made to a service and the consumers discovering the changes, the confidence in the service might decrease because of errors or decreases in QoS.
Another challenge in ScSRT is the concurrency issues that might arise during testing because of the tester not having control over all participating web services. Ruth and Tu [231] discussed these issues and identified possible scenarios. They identified three different scenarios, all of which are based on the issue of having a service or a method modified other than the SUT during the regression test process. The problem attached to this issue is called fault localization. During the regression testing process, if a tester is not informed about the modifications to a web service that is invoked by the SUT, then the faults that are caused by this service can be seen as the faults in the SUT.

13.1. Perspectives in regression testing

Regression testing is another essential testing methodology that can be performed by all the stakeholders in SOA. ScSRT for the developer is the same as traditional regression testing.

The ScSRT approaches in this section are divided into two categories: regression testing for single services and the service compositions. The approaches for service compositions such as those of Ruth and Tu [232], Liu et al. [233], Mei et al. [234] and Tarhini et al. [127] are aimed to be performed by the integrator. Approaches such as those of Tsai et al. [235], Di Penta et al. [219] and Hou et al. [236] are expected to be performed by the integrator and the certifier. The approach of Lin et al. [237] can only be performed by the developer.

13.2. Regression testing approaches

As explained earlier, the RTS method of Rothermel and Harrold is used by many ScSRT researchers. The proposed approaches by the researchers usually differ in the method of the CFG generation.

Ruth and Tu [232] proposed a regression testing approach that is based on Rothermel and Harrold’s GWA technique. This approach assumes that the CFGs of participating services are provided by their developers. Ruth and Tu also proposed that the test cases and a table of test cases’ coverage information over the CFG must also be provided along with WSDL file via WS-Metadata Exchange Framework [238]. The required CFG needs to be constructed at the statement level, meaning every node in the CFG will be a statement. These nodes will also keep a hash code of their corresponding statements. When a change is made to the system, the hash of the modified service will be different from the hash of the original service so that the RTS algorithm detects the modified parts in the service without seeing the actual source code.

Ruth et al. [239] also proposed an automated extension to their RTS technique that tackles the concurrency issues that might arise during ScSRT. This approach helps in solving the multiple modified service problem by using call graphs [232]. It is possible to determine the execution order of the modified services by using the call graphs. A strategy called ‘downstream services first’ is applied in order to achieve fault localization. In this strategy, if a fault is found in a downstream service, none of the upstream services are tested until the fault is fixed. Ruth et al. also took the situation into consideration where a service makes multiple calls to different services in parallel.

Lin et al. [237] proposed another GWA-based regression testing approach where CFGs are created from Java interclass graph [240]. A framework that performs RTS on the transformed code of a Java-based web service was also proposed by Lin et al. The code transformation can be performed only in Apache Axis framework [241]. The proposed approach uses the built-in WSDL2Java-generated [242] classes both on the server and the tester side and replaces messaging with local method invocation. A simulation environment is created by combining stub and skeleton objects into a local proxy in a local Java virtual machine. Execution of the simulation allows the generation of Java interclass graph on which the GWA can be performed. Compared with the previously presented approaches, the approach of Lin et al. is able to generate CFGs in an automated fashion without the knowledge of internal behaviour of the web service. The main limitation of this approach is its restricted application to Java-based web services.

Liu et al. [233] addressed the issues that occur because of concurrency in BPEL regression testing. Lui et al. proposed a test case selection technique based on impact analysis. The impact analysis is performed by identifying the changes to the process under test and discovering impacted paths by these changes.
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Tarhini et al. [127] proposed another model-based regression testing approach using the previously explained model in Section 8. The proposed model is capable of representing three types of modifications to the composite services:

1. addition of a new service to the system;
2. functional modifications to an existing service in the system; and
3. modifications to the specification of the system.

The changes that are made to the system are represented in the modified version of the original TLTS. The second and the third types of modifications are represented by adding or removing states or edges from the TLTS of the original system.

An approach that performs regression testing for BPEL processes was proposed by Wang et al. [243]. This approach uses the BFG [107] that was described in Section 8.2.1. Wang et al. proposed a BPEL regression testing framework that can generate and select test cases for regression testing using Rothermel and Harrold’s RTS technique. Wang et al. extended the BFG model into another graph called eXtensible BFG that the authors claim is better suited to regression testing. Li et al. [244] introduced another eXtensible BFG-based ScSRT approach where test case generation and selection is based on the comparison of different versions of BPEL applications. Yang et al. [245] proposed an approach that aims at providing effective fault localization using recorded testing symbols. The proposed symbols contain the test step number and the service interface information. The approach is supported by test scripts that contain information test data and test behaviour.

Mei et al. [234] proposed a different black-box test case prioritization technique for testing web service compositions. In this approach, test case prioritization is based on the coverage of WSDL tags in XML schemas for input and output message types.

Mei et al. [246] also proposed another coverage model that captures BPEL process, XPath and WSDL that enables test case prioritization. In this approach, test cases can be sorted by XRG branch coverage and WSDL element coverage in addition to their BPEL branch coverage.

Athira and Samuel [247] proposed a model-based test case prioritization approach for service compositions. The approach discovers most important activity paths using a UML activity diagram of the service composition under test.

Chen et al. [248] also proposed a model-based test case prioritization approach based on impact analysis of BPEL processes. The authors introduced a model called BPEL flow graph (BPFG) into which BPEL processes are translated for change impact analysis. Test cases are prioritized according to the proposed weighted dependence propagation model.

Zhai et al. [249] proposed a test case prioritization technique that incorporates service selection for location-aware service compositions. In order to overcome the potential issues caused by dynamic service selection, the authors proposed a service selection phase. In this phase, a service known to behave as expected is selected and bound to the composition before the testing process. The authors introduced a concept called point of interest-aware prioritization technique, which is more effective than traditional input-directed techniques for location-aware services.

The need for a visual testing tool was addressed by Pautasso [250]. The author proposed a framework called JOpera. JOpera is capable of performing unit and regression testing on web service compositions. The proposed tool is implemented using a language called JOpera Visual Composition Language [251]. One of the most important features of JOpera is its ability to reflect changes and allow better regression testing. JOpera separates the composition model from the service descriptions. Therefore, it can test both independently. JOpera regression testing starts with registry query to discover existing test cases. The approach uses snapshots to capture and compare execution states with expected states. Data flow information helps with fault localization.

Tsai et al. [235] proposed a model-based adaptive test case selection approach that can be applied to both regression testing and group testing. This approach defines a model called the coverage relationship model that is used for test case ranking and selection. Using this model, test cases with similar aspects and coverage can be eliminated. Tsai et al. defined multiple rules that guarantee the selection of the most potent test cases and proved that the less potent test cases never cover the more potent test cases. Tsai et al. claimed that this approach can be applied to regression testing when a new version of a service with the same specifications is created.
In ScSRT, test case management has other test case prioritization considerations such as service access quotas. Hou et al. [236] addressed the issue of quota constraints for ScSRT. The quota problem might occur when performing regression testing on web services with a limited number of periodic accesses. The use of quotas can affect a service user in two ways:

1. It might increase the cost of testing if the service user is on a pay-per-use agreement. Each time a test case is executed, the cost of testing will increase.
2. It might cause an incomplete test run if the service user runs out of access quota before completing the regression test.

Hou et al. [236] proposed a scheduled regression testing that divides the testing process into several parts according to the user’s access quotas while ignoring the actual execution time of the regression testing. The aim of this approach is to divide test cases into groups on the basis of time slots that suit the user’s web service access quotas. The proposed test case prioritization approach is based on a multiobjective selection technique that defines an objective function that aims to attain maximum coverage within the quota constraints of services.

Di Penta et al. [219] proposed a collaborative regression testing approach that aims to test both functional and nonfunctional properties of web services. The approach of Di Penta et al. allows the developer to publish test cases along with services that are used in the initial testing and regression testing. The approach also reduces the cost of regression testing by monitoring service input–output.

All these functionalities are provided by a testing tool that supports this approach.

13.3. Experimental results

Mei et al. [234] experimented on eight BPEL examples and randomly generated 1000 test cases for these programs. With the use of these test cases, 100 test suites with average 86 test cases were generated. The authors claimed that their black-box testing approaches can achieve similar fault detection rates to white-box testing approaches.

Mei et al. [246] also used the same case study to evaluate their coverage-based approach. The authors proposed 10 different techniques for prioritization. All 10 techniques were found to be more effective than random prioritization. The results also suggest that the techniques augmenting additional coverage information from WSDL elements and XRG provide more effective prioritization.

Di Penta et al. [219] experimented on five synthetically generated web services based on five releases of dnsjava. The outputs are analysed from two different perspectives. The first perspective is the comparison against all other service releases. The second perspective is checking the output from a single service. The results using the first perspective highlighted that this method can easily detect errors that arise with a new release of a web service.

Zhai et al. [249] experimented on a real-world service composition: City Guide. The proposed service selection method reduced service invocations by 53.18%. The point of interest-aware techniques outperformed the input-guided techniques in invocation reduction.

13.4. Discussion

The issues that relate to ScSRT for all the stakeholders in SOA are addressed by some of the works discussed previously. For example, one of the major issues in ScSRT is that of the integrator not having a realistic test suite. This issue was addressed by Ruth and Tu [232] and Di Penta et al. [219].

The regression testing approach of Ruth et al. can be very efficient if all CFGs for called services are available and granularities of CFGs are matched, but it also requires the developers to create CFGs and hashes. This approach is also limited to static composite services. Furthermore, it might not be desirable to inform all integrators of a service at once and allow them to perform tests at the same time in order to avoid service disruptions.

This issue of possible service disruptions is a big problem at the provider side. Multiple services provided by the same provider might be affected from the regression testing of another service. As a result, the QoS of services other than the SUT might also be reduced.
Service-centric system regression testing exacerbates some of the cost-related problems, such as high cost due to service invocations. Unfortunately, none of the approaches in this section provides a complete solution to this problem. The approaches that reduce the number of test cases, such as that of Tsai et al. [235], can help minimize this problem. Nonetheless, a large regression test suite might require a high number of executions.

An additional concern related to the limitations in performing ScSRT due to quota restrictions was addressed by Hou et al. [236]. This approach does not reduce the cost but helps towards completing the test within a budget.

Some of the issues mentioned in this section and their solutions are based on static web service usage. The issues such as informing integrators about the changes to a service or quota limitations will be phased out with the coming transition to dynamic SOA. In dynamic SOA, the integrator’s need for testing the system with new service versions and service disruptions due to regression testing by many integrators are expected to be eliminated. This is because, in dynamic SOA, testing for new service versions may be hampered by the lack of knowledge concerning run-time binding.

14. FUTURE OF SERVICE-CENTRIC SYSTEM TESTING

In order to predict the future of ScST, first, the future of SOA and services needs to be discussed. Web services are receiving increased attention with the switch towards Web 3.0. Many existing Web sites may transform into web services as a result of this transition [252, 253]. Existing sites such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft have transformed their businesses towards services.

Traditional Web services fail to exploit full potential of SOA because of difficulties in meeting Web service requirements [254]. One of the next goals of the services community is the establishment of a dynamic SOA. In order to bring this vision to fruition, it is expected that SWSs will become the new standard service practice [255]. Even though there are many promising initiatives for SWS, unfortunately, none of these initiatives has yet been accepted as a standard.

As mentioned by several authors [196, 208, 211], it is feasible to expect services to be tested by the provider or the certifier before registration. SLAs are also created by the provider after testing with integrator trust being established by the provider. A similar business model is used by application store providers. For example, the Apple iTunes [256] store acts as a provider for many developers while maintaining QoS for the products in the store.

It is also important to identify the current issues in ScST in order to draw a road map for future research. The open issues and the issues that require more research in ScST are the following:

1. lack of real-world case-studies;
2. solutions that can generate RTD;
3. solutions to reduce the cost of ScST;
4. solutions that improve the testability of ScS;
5. solutions that combine testing and verification of ScS; and
6. modelling and validation of fully decentralized ScS.

The last three issues in the list are already highlighted in Canfora and Di Penta’s [6] survey. Even though these issues are discussed in their work, they are also included in the present survey and are discussed in more details with the information from the recent research that addresses them.

We believe that one of the most important current problems of ScST research is the lack of fully functioning and fully available real-world examples. ScST research needs case studies in order to measure the effectiveness and scalability of the proposed testing approaches. As it is mentioned in Section 2, 71% of the publications surveyed provide no experimental results. Furthermore, 18% of the papers, although they did provide experimental results, drew these results from synthetic services or compositions. Only 11% of the papers used real-world case studies (as depicted in Figure 4).

The RTD generation problem, mentioned in Section 5, is also a major problem in ScST. The importance of RTD in testing (especially in ScST) was discussed by Bozkurt and Harman [32]. An example to this problem is a web service that requires composite material specifications as input. In order to test this service, the tester will require very specialized data that existing automated test data generation techniques cannot effectively generate. In such a situation, the tester has two
options: either to get test data from the developer or to find data from other available resources. This scenario highlights the need for collaboration in ScST as well as the need for approaches that can use existing resources. Approaches that promote collaboration in testing are presented in Section 11. Unfortunately, testing that uses only the test cases that are provided by the developer might not provide the necessary level of assurance for other SOA stakeholders. Most of the surveyed test case and test data generation approaches are able to generate test data to perform boundary analysis or robustness testing but lack the ability to generate realistic data. The only two approaches aiming to generate RTD were proposed by Conroy et al. [33] and Bozkurt and Harman [32]. The low number of publications addressing this issue is an indicator to the need for more research.

Solutions that reduce the cost of testing are also required. Increased test frequency in SOA exacerbates the severity of this issue in ScST. This issue has two dimensions in ScST: cost of testing at composition level and at service level. The cost at both of these levels is increased by the integrator’s need to test compositions with real services. The cost of invoking services during testing is the problem at service level. The cost at this level depends on the number of services in the composition and the size of the test suite. Simulated testing approaches for service compositions [49, 69, 71] can help with validation. However, they do not eliminate the need to test with real services.

The cost of testing at the service level are twofold: service disruptions due to testing and business transactions that might be required to occur during testing. Unfortunately, there is no existing mechanism to avoid these costs. Approaches such as that of Zhu et al. [210] may provide a solution in which testing is performed on services with the same functionality rather than the actual service itself. These approaches provide benefits similar to simulated testing although they also carry the same disadvantages.

The need for testability improvement is one of the issues that almost all authors of SCST agree upon. Although the proposed solutions to this problem look at the issues from different perspectives, they can be divided into two categories. One of the two categories is the use of contracts that provide information such as preconditions or postconditions. The second one is the use of models or new stakeholders that provide coverage information to the tester. As mentioned in Section 5.2, the effort required to create contracts or external models can be discouraging for the developer. There is also the problem of the adoption of a standard model and its integration into Web service specifications. Automated model comparison can be useful in order to provide the tester with test coverage information. Models that are built from tests can be compared with the models created by the tester. An example solution to this issue is the approaches of Bartolini et al. [211] and Eler et al. [212] with which coverage information is provided with the involvement of another stakeholder. Salva and Rabhi [257] discussed problems regarding observability and controllability of ScS.

The main aim of the verification approaches presented in this survey is checking for interface and protocol conformance. Monitoring is generally proposed to verify QoS aspects of services. However, monitoring-based approaches such as passive testing [192–194] provide run-time fault detection and a degree of fault localization using artefacts such as invariants and contracts. Unfortunately, the proposed monitoring approaches primarily check service interactions for prescribed faults.

Decentralized system testing and service choreographies are different to testing service compositions. According to Canfora and Di Penta, flexibility of service choreographies brings new challenges to testing and monitoring. Bucchiarone et al. [258] also stated the problem of formalizing choreographies into standard models and testing them. Recent works [259–262] address the issues of testing of service choreographies. The number of related publications in this subject compared with the number of publications in testing service compositions shows the need for more research.

15. CONCLUSION

Service-oriented computing changed the business understanding of the whole software industry. However, the change from traditional software to services and the service usage remains sluggish when compared with early expectations. One of the most important issues that inhibits the wider use of Web services is the issue of trust. One of the effective solutions to this trust issue is testing.
Testing Web services is more challenging than testing traditional software because of the complexity of Web service technologies and the limitations that are imposed by the SOA environment. Limited controllability and observability render most existing software testing approaches either inapplicable or ineffective. Some of the technological benefits of SOA such as late binding and dynamic service selection also increase the level of testing challenge.

The present survey focuses on testing techniques and approaches that have been proposed for testing Web services. Fundamental functional testing methodologies such as unit testing, regression testing, integration testing and interoperability testing of Web services are covered in the present survey. Other testing methods such as MBT, fault-based testing, formal verification, partition testing, contract-based testing and test case generation are also surveyed. Some of the surveyed testing approaches where multiple stakeholders participate in testing are categorized under collaborative testing. The present survey also covered work on testing for QoS violations.

As Web services increasingly attract more attention from the industry and the research communities, new issues involving ScST are being identified. Some of the previously identified issues are addressed by the approaches discussed in the present survey, whereas others still await effective solutions. Several of the unaddressed issues in ScST need new and more efficient solutions, thus suggesting new opportunities and challenges. The areas in ScST that require more research are also identified in order to provide researchers a road map for future work.
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